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Preface

Congestion control is required to transfer packets efficiently in an IP (Internet Protocol) network. The IP protocol merely handles packets from the source host to the destination host, but performs no congestion control. Since no congestion control is performed in an IP network, the performance of the network will seriously deteriorate, if the number of packets transferred in the network increases. Therefore, to transmit packets efficiently in the packet-switching network, the congestion avoidance mechanism of TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) was designed. In the current Internet, most of the traffic is transmitted using TCP. Due to the congestion control mechanism of TCP, the Internet have been prevented from congestion collapse.

The design of TCP has not been a straightforward process, involving many modifications and extensions, and it is still continuing. A large number of modifications and the addition of functionality have been carried out on TCP in unstructured way. Therefore, there is no theoretical background of the performance and operation of TCP. Therefore, the performance evaluation of TCP in a mathematical analysis is required.

For the first issue, we focus on the TCP feedback-based congestion control mechanism. We explicitly model the interaction between the congestion control mechanism of TCP and the network as a feedback system for investigating the transient state behavior of TCP. We then analyze the steady state and the transient state behavior of TCP. The main contribution of this issue is to allow steady state analysis of TCP using the analytic model, and more importantly, to analyze the transient state behavior of TCP using a rigorous manner based on control theory. We show that the bandwidth–delay product mostly determines the stability and the transient behavior of TCP. Our studies indicate that the network becomes stable as
the number of TCP connections or the amount of the background traffic increases.

For the second issue, we focus on the congestion control mechanism of DCCP (Datagram Congestion Control Protocol), which is proposed as a new transport layer protocol for real-time applications. We investigate the DCCP congestion control mechanism and RED (Random Early Detection) as independent discrete-time systems. We then model the interaction between the congestion control mechanism of DCCP and the RED router as a feedback system, and analyze the steady state performance and the transient state performance of DCCP/RED. Our focus lies on the ramp-up time, overshoot, and settling time in the evaluating of the transient state performance of DCCP/RED. Consequently, we show that the stability and the transient state performance of DCCP/RED degrade when the weight of the exponential weighted moving average is small. By adding changes to the function with which RED determines the packet loss probability, we propose RED-IQI (RED with Immediate Queue Information). We show that RED-IQI significantly improves the transient state performance such as overshoot, ramp-up time, and settling time compared with RED.

For the third issue, we propose a novel analysis method for large-scale networks. One of the important factors for determining the performance of the Internet is the congestion control mechanisms of TCP. One reason is that TCP traffic occupies a great portion of the current Internet traffic. Nevertheless, in the design and performance analysis issues of a large-scale network, the TCP congestion control mechanism, which is based on a feedback control, has not been taken into consideration. We propose a novel analysis method for such large-scale networks with consideration of the behavior of the congestion control mechanism of TCP. In the analysis, we model each network component (TCP end-hosts and network link) as an independent system, and interconnect them into one system for analyzing the entire network. By the analysis, we will derive the utilization of the network link, packet loss ratio of the link buffer, the round-trip time and throughput of TCP connections, and the location and the degree of the network congestion. We show that our analysis method can adequately model the behavior of TCP connections in a large-scale network.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Congestion control is required to transfer packets efficiently in an IP (Internet Protocol) network. The IP protocol merely handles packets from the source host to the destination host, but performs no congestion control. Since no congestion control is performed in an IP network, the performance of the network will seriously deteriorate, if the number of packets transferred in the network increases.

The congestion avoidance mechanism of TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) was designed [1] to transmit packets efficiently in the packet-switching network, in the current Internet, most of the traffic is transmitted by TCP. Due to congestion control mechanism of TCP, the Internet has been prevented from suffering a congestion collapse. TCP consists of two mechanisms called packet retransmission mechanism and congestion control mechanism. The packet retransmission mechanism of TCP realizes reliable data transfer between source and destination hosts by keeping track of lost packets in the network. The congestion control mechanism of TCP, on the other hand, realizes efficient utilization of network resources by dynamically adjusting the number of in-flight packets. TCP uses packet loss as feedback information from the network since a packet loss implies congestion occurrence in the network [1].

The fundamental operation of TCP is summarized as follows. Until a packet loss occurs
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in the network, TCP gradually increases the window size of the source host. As soon as the window size exceeds the bandwidth-delay product (i.e., the available bandwidth × the round-trip delay), excess packets are queued at the buffer of an intermediate router. When the window size increases further, the buffer of the router overflows, resulting in a packet loss. At the source host, TCP conjectures the packet loss by receiving more than three duplicate ACKs. TCP then decreases the window size for resolving congestion. After the reduction of the window size, congestion in the network is relieved, and TCP increases the window size of the source host again. By repeating this control indefinitely, TCP tries to efficiently utilize network resources as well as to prevent congestion in the network.

It is thought that TCP is designed carefully, however, it has evolved over time to its current version. The design of TCP has not been a straightforward process, involving many modifications and extensions, and it is still continuing. The first widely available version of TCP was created in 1983. This primitive TCP only ensures reliable data transfer between source and destination hosts, but was unable to achieve acceptable performance in a large network. TCP Tahoe introduced three new features, Slow Start, Congestion Avoidance, and Fast Retransmission, in order to overcome the primitive TCP shortcomings. Fast Recovery was introduced by TCP Reno. If two or more packets are lost in one round-trip time, TCP Reno can not recovery from a packet loss without a retransmission time out occurring. In TCP NewReno, the Fast Retransmission and the Fast Recovery algorithms was modified in order to overcome such a situation. A large number of modifications and the addition of functionality have been carried out on TCP in unstructured way.

The number of Internet hosts are increasing exponentially. For example, the number of the computers connected to the Internet was 562 in August 1983 [2], which is the year primitive TCP was born, and it was increased to about 350 million in January 2005 [2]. Although the scale of a network increased about 600,000 times, currently the network is operating without failing. It is thought as a result that TCP was designed successfully. However, there is no theoretical background of the performance and its operation of TCP. Therefore, the performance evaluation of TCP in a mathematical analysis is required.

In the literature, there have been a great number of analytical studies on TCP. In those of
studies, the average window size and the throughput of TCP by assuming a constant packet loss probability in the network have been derived. However, in reality, the packet loss probability changes according to packet transmission rates from TCP connections. Conversely, the window size of a TCP connection is dependent on the packet loss probability in the network. In this thesis, we focus on the interaction between the congestion control mechanism of TCP and the network as a feedback system for investigating the transient state behavior of TCP.

In recent years, real-time applications, such as video streaming, IP telephony, TV conferencing, and network gaming, become rapidly popular due to the increasing speed of the network, or the rising demand for multimedia applications [3]. DCCP (Datagram Congestion Control Protocol) is therefore proposed as a new transport layer protocol for real-time applications [4]. DCCP performs congestion control between source and destination hosts, and an application using DCCP can choose the type of congestion control mechanism. Currently, “TCP-like congestion control profile” [5] that performs congestion control similar to TCP, and “TFRC congestion control profile” [6] that performs congestion control similar to TFRC (TCP Friendly Rate Control) are proposed.

In the TCP-like congestion control profile, an AIMD (Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease) window control is performed as with TCP [5]. The AIMD window control additively increases the window size (i.e., the number of packets that can be transmitted in a round-trip time) until a source host detects network congestion. If a congestion in the network is detected, the source host multiplicatively decreases the window size. On the other hand, in the TFRC congestion control profile, a variation of the packet transmission rate caused by the TCP-like congestion control profile is prevented, and congestion control is performed so that the network bandwidth is fairly shared with other competing TCP connections [6]. In DCCP with the TFRC congestion control profile, a destination host primarily performs congestion control. Namely, in the TFRC congestion control profile, the destination host detects network congestion and notifies the source host it. The source host adjusts its packet transmission rate based on the congestion information (e.g., packet loss event rate) notified by the destination host.
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Whereas TCP and DCCP performs congestion control between source and destination hosts, AQM (Active Queue Management) mechanisms that perform congestion control at routers in the network have been recently capturing the spotlight. A representative AQM mechanism is RED (Random Early Detection) [7], which probabilistically discard arriving packets. With RED, as compared with the conventional DropTail, the average queue length (i.e., the average number of packets in the buffer) of the router can be kept small, and high throughput can be achieved [7, 8]. In particular, keeping the average queue length small is effective in decreasing the end-to-end transmission delay. Hence, it is expected that AQM mechanisms are effective for real-time applications.

Many studies on the congestion control mechanism of TCP, which is adopted in the TCP-like congestion control profile of DCCP, have been extensively performed. Although characteristics of the mixed environment of the TCP congestion control mechanism and RED have been sufficiently investigated, characteristics of the mixed environment of congestion control mechanism of TFRC, which is adopted in the TCP-like congestion control profile of DCCP, and RED have not been sufficiently studied. Specifically, the effect of the interaction between TFRC connections and RED routers has not been fully investigated. In this thesis, we focus on the interaction between the congestion control mechanism of DCCP and the RED router as a feedback system for analyzing the steady state performance and the transient state performance of DCCP/RED.

The number of nodes connected to the Internet and the number of users using the Internet have increased with exponentially. Along with this, demands with respect to design techniques and performance analysis techniques for large-scale networks have been rising. However, the current situation is one where performance analysis techniques for large-scale networks are not adequately provided.

One of the important factors for determining the performance of the Internet is the congestion control mechanisms of TCP. One reason is that TCP traffic occupies a great portion of the current Internet traffic. Nevertheless, in the design and performance analysis issues of a large-scale network, the TCP congestion control mechanism, which is based on a feedback control, has not been taken into consideration. Most of the previous works
regarding large-scale network design assumed the constant-rate UDP flows as traffic demand. In this thesis, we propose a novel analysis method for such large-scale networks with consideration of the behavior of the congestion control mechanism of TCP.

1.2 Outline of Thesis

Steady and Transient State Behaviours Analyses of TCP Connections [9-13]

In this thesis, we explicitly model the interaction between the congestion control mechanism of TCP and the network as a feedback system. Namely, we model the congestion control mechanism of TCP as a dynamic system, where the input to the system is the packet loss probability and the output is the window size. Inversely, we model the network as a dynamic system, where the input is the window size and the output is the packet loss probability. The network is modeled by a $M/M/1/m$ queueing system by assuming an existence of a single bottleneck link. Using our analytic model, the transient state behavior of TCP connections is quantitatively evaluated with several numerical examples. We then analyze the steady state behavior and the transient state behavior of TCP by using our model. We derive the throughput and the packet loss probability of TCP, and the number of packets queued in the bottleneck router. We then analyze the transient state behavior of TCP using a control theoretic approach, showing the influence of the number of TCP connections and the propagation delay on the transient state behavior of TCP. Through numerical examples, it is shown that the bandwidth-delay product of a TCP connection significantly affects its stability and transient state behavior. It is also shown that, contrary to one's intuition, the network becomes more stable as the number of TCP connections and/or the amount of background traffic increases.
Fluid-Based Analysis of a Network with DCCP Connections and RED Routers [14-18]

We model the DCCP congestion control mechanism and RED as independent discrete-time systems using fluid-flow approximation. By interconnecting DCCP congestion control mechanisms and RED routers, we model the entire network as a feedback system called \textit{DCCP/RED}. We then analyze the steady state performance and the transient state performance of DCCP/RED. Specifically, we derive the packet transmission rate of DCCP connections, the packet transmission rate, the packet loss probability, and the average queue length of the RED router in steady state. Moreover, we investigate the parameter region where DCCP/RED operates stably by linearizing DCCP/RED around its equilibrium point. We also evaluate the transient state performance of DCCP/RED in terms of ramp-up time, overshoot, and settling time. Consequently, we show that the stability and the transient state performance of DCCP/RED degrade when the weight of the exponential weighted moving average, which is one of RED control parameters, is small. To solve this problem, we propose RED-IQI (RED with Immediate Queue Information) by adding changes to the function with which RED determines the packet loss probability, as an application of our analytic result. We analyze the transient state performance of the feedback system DCCP/RED-IQI where DCCP connections and RED-IQI routers are interconnected. Consequently, we show that DCCP/RED-IQI has significantly better transient state performance than DCCP/RED.

Performance Analysis of Large-Scale IP Networks considering TCP Traffic [19]

As another goal of this thesis, we propose a novel analysis method for such large-scale networks with consideration of the behavior of the congestion control mechanism of TCP. In the analysis, we model each network component (end-host’s TCP and network link) as an independent system, and interconnect them into one system for analyzing the entire
network. We answer to the following questions by using our analysis results: When the network traffic injected to the network increases, which link will become congested? Which of the access networks and the core networks is the bottleneck of the entire network? We then derive the utilization of the network link, packet loss ratio of the output link buffer, the round-trip time and throughput of TCP connections, and the location and the degree of the network congestion. Through numerical examples, it is shown that the capacity of the core network gets low by increasing the access link bandwidth. It is also shown that our analysis method can treat the behavior of TCP connections in the large-scale network appropriately.
Chapter 2

Steady and Transient State Behaviours

Analyses of TCP Connections

We model the interaction between the congestion control mechanism of TCP and the network as a feedback system; that is, both the congestion control mechanism of TCP running on a source host and the network seen by TCP are modeled by dynamic systems. We model the congestion control mechanism of TCP as a dynamic system, where the input to the system is the packet loss probability in the network and the output from the system is the window size of TCP. Then, we model the network seen by TCP as a dynamic system, where the input to the system is the window size and the output from the system is the packet loss probability. We analyze the steady state and the transient behavior of TCP. We first derive the throughput of each TCP connection, the packet loss probability at the bottleneck router, and the average queue length at the bottleneck router. By utilizing the control theory, which has been developed in the control engineering, we analyze the transient behavior of TCP. We then show quantitatively how the stability and the transient behavior of TCP are affected by several system parameters: the number of TCP connections, the propagation delay, the bottleneck link capacity, and the buffer size of the bottleneck router.
2.1 Background

A feedback-based congestion control mechanism is essential to realize an efficient data transfer services in a packed-switched network. In the current Internet, a sort of feedback-based congestion control mechanisms called TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) has been used. TCP has two mechanisms called packet retransmission mechanism and congestion control mechanism. The packet retransmission mechanism of TCP realizes reliable data transfer between source and destination hosts by keeping track of lost packets in the network. The congestion control mechanism of TCP, on the contrary, realizes efficient utilization of network resources by dynamically adjusting the number of in-flight packets.

The most-widely deployed implementation of TCP called TCP Reno uses a packet loss in the network as feedback information from the network since a packet loss implies congestion occurrence in the network [1]. The fundamental operation of TCP Reno is summarized as follows. Until a packet loss occurs in the network, TCP Reno gradually increases the window size of a source host. As soon as the window size exceeds the bandwidth-delay product (i.e., the available bandwidth × the round-trip delay), excess packets are queued at the buffer of an intermediate router. When the window size increases further, the buffer of the router overflows, resulting in a packet loss. At the source host, TCP Reno concludes there is packet loss after receiving more than three duplicate ACKs. TCP Reno then decreases the window size for resolving congestion. After the reduction of the window size, congestion in the network is relieved, and TCP Reno increases the window size of the source host again. By repeating this control indefinitely, TCP Reno tries to efficiently utilize network resources as well as to prevent congestion in the network.

In the literature, there have been a great number of analytical studies on TCP (e.g., [20-30]). Most of those studies assume a constant packet loss probability in the network, and derive the throughput of TCP connections [20, 26, 28, 30] or the distribution of window sizes of TCP connections [24, 25, 29]. However, the packet loss probability, in reality, changes according to packet transmission rates from TCP connections. Conversely, the
window size of a TCP connection is dependent on the packet loss probability in the network. In this chapter, we explicitly model the interaction between the congestion control mechanism of TCP and the network as a feedback system for investigating the steady state and the transient state behaviors of TCP. For modeling the congestion control mechanism of TCP, we use four different analytic models presented in [31-33]. As a network model, we use a $M/M/1/m$ queueing system, where the input traffic is mixture of TCP traffic and background traffic (i.e., non-TCP traffic).

In [30], the authors have analyzed the performance of TCP by modeling the network as a $M/D/1/m$ queuing system. However, the authors have focused only on the steady state behavior of TCP; that is, the transient state behavior of TCP has not been evaluated. In addition, their analytic model is not TCP Reno but TCP Tahoe, which does not have several important mechanisms found in TCP Reno. For instance, the effect of the fast retransmit mechanism in TCP Reno has not been investigated. In [22, 33], analytic models for TCP Reno and the RED (Random Early Detection) router have been presented, and the performance of TCP with the RED router has been analyzed. In [22], the primary focus of the analysis is on the steady state behavior of TCP. Only a qualitative discussion on the transient state behavior has been presented. In [33], a control theoretic approach has been taken to analyze the stability and the transient state behavior of TCP, where the RED router is modeled by a non-linear discrete-time system. On the other hand, the main objective of this chapter is to analyze the transient state behavior of TCP with the Drop-Tail router, since most existing routers in the current Internet are Drop-Tail routers. We take a different approach of modeling the Drop-Tail router using a queuing theory.

In [21], the authors have derived the average file transfer time without assuming a constant packet loss probability in the network. However, the stability and the transient state behavior of TCP have not been analyzed. In [27], the authors have modeled the interactions of a set of TCP flows and AQM (Active Queue Management) gateways, and they have showed a transient state behavior of TCP. Since their methodology is based on the solution of the differential equations, they have not showed the transient state behavior of TCP, rigorously. In [23], the authors have analyzed a combined TCP and AQM (Active
Queue Management) gateways model from a control theoretic standpoint. However, they have only focused on the stability of the queue length of RED gateways.

In our analytic model, both TCP traffic and background traffic are taken account of. We model the interaction between the congestion control mechanism of TCP and the network as a feedback system; that is, both the congestion control mechanism of TCP running on a source host and the network seen by TCP are modeled by dynamic systems (Fig. 2.1).

The congestion control mechanism of TCP is a window-based flow control mechanism, and it dynamically changes the window size according to occurrence of packet losses in the network. Hence, there exists a tendency that when the packet loss probability is small, the window size becomes large. On the contrary, when the packet loss probability is large, the window size tends to become small. We model the congestion control mechanism of TCP as a dynamic system, where the input to the system is the packet loss probability in the network and the output from the system is the window size of TCP.

On the other hand, the network seen by TCP behaves such that when the number of packets entering the network increases, some packets are waited at the buffer of the router destined for the bottleneck link. This sometimes causes buffer overflow, resulting in a packet loss. So the packet loss probability becomes large when the number of packets entering the network increases. Thus, the network seen by TCP can be modeled by a dynamic system, where the input to the system is the window size and the output from the system is the packet loss probability.

In this chapter, we have two main contributions. One of the main contributions of this chapter is to propose the model considering interaction between the congestion control mechanism of TCP and the network as a feedback system for investigating the transient state behaviors of TCP. The other main contributions is to analyze the transient state behavior of TCP using a rigorous manner based on control theory. We derive the throughput of each TCP connection, the packet loss probability at the bottleneck router, and the average queue length (i.e., the number of packets awaited in the buffer) at the bottleneck router. By utilizing the control theory, which has been developed in the control engineering, we analyze the transient state behavior of TCP. We show quantitatively how the stability and
the transient state behavior of TCP are affected by several system parameters: the number of TCP connections, the propagation delay, the bottleneck link capacity, and the buffer size of the bottleneck router.

### 2.2 Analytic Model

In this section, we describe how the interaction between TCP and the network can be modeled as a feedback system. We first model the network using queueing theory, and then present four analytic models of the congestion control mechanism of TCP.
2.2.1 Modeling Network using Queuing Theory

We assume that there exists only a single bottleneck link in the network. In the followings, the router just before the bottleneck link is called bottleneck router. We also assume that the bottleneck router adopts a Drop-Tail discipline. Provided that the network is stationary, the bottleneck router can be modeled by a single queue. Thus, once the packet arrival rate and the capacity of the bottleneck router are known, the packet loss probability and the average waiting time can be obtained from the queuing theory. Since the packet departure process from a source host is oscillatory, in reality, the network is not stationary. However, as we will show in Section 2.3, the network seen by TCP can be well modeled by a queueing system at a relatively large time scale (e.g., the round-trip time). In the rest of this subsection, we formally describe how the network seen by TCP can be modeled by a queueing system.

Let \( N \) be the number of TCP connections, and \( w_i \) and \( r_i \) be the window size and the round-trip time of \( i \)th \( (1 \leq i \leq N) \) TCP connection. Assuming that each TCP connection continuously sends packets, the transmission rate from \( i \)th TCP connection can be approximated by \( w_i/r_i \). The average packet arrival rate at the bottleneck router, \( \lambda \), is therefore given by \( \sum_{i=1}^{N} w_i/r_i + \lambda_B \), where \( \lambda_B \) is the average arrival rate of the background traffic at the bottleneck router. Let \( \mu \) be the capacity of the bottleneck link, the offered traffic load at the bottleneck router \( \rho \) is given by \( \rho = \lambda/\mu \). Depending on the packet arrival process, the distribution of the packet processing time, and the buffer capacity, there can be several queuing systems suitable for modeling the network seen by TCP. As a network model, we use a finite buffer queuing system, \( M/M/1/m \), where \( m \) represents the buffer size of the bottleneck router. Namely, the packet loss probability at the bottleneck router is given by

\[
p = \frac{(1 - \rho)\rho^m}{1 - \rho^{m+1}} \quad (2.1)
\]
where $\rho$ and $r$ are given by

\[
\rho = \frac{1}{\mu} \left( \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} W_i}{r_i} + \lambda_B \right)
\]

\[
r_i = 2r_i + \frac{\rho (1 - m\rho^m + m\rho^{m+1})}{\mu(1 - \rho^{m+2}) (1 - \rho)}
\]

Use of the queuing model to analyze the steady state behavior of TCP is straightforward and promising. However, the application of the queuing model to analyze the transients state behavior requires the careful treatment since the queuing model was originally developed for analyzing not the dynamic behavior but the statistical behavior. However, we believe that the queuing model can give some insight on dynamic systems. The applicability of our approximate analysis will be validated in the latter sections by comparing analytic results with simulations ones.

### 2.2.2 Modeling TCP using Different Approaches

The congestion control mechanism of TCP is quite complicated since it performs several control mechanisms such as detecting packet losses in the network and retransmitting lost packets. It is therefore impossible to build an exact analytic model of TCP. In this section, we model only the main part of the congestion control mechanism of TCP, and ignore the rest; that is, we model the essential behavior of TCP (i.e., the window-based flow control mechanism and the loss recovery mechanism including the fast retransmit mechanism of TCP Reno) in its congestion avoidance phase. In our analytic model, several TCP mechanisms, such as the slow-start phase, the Nagle algorithm, and the delayed ACK, are not modeled. Since our main focus is in long-lived TCP connections, we assume that the TCP traffic is persistent. Under this assumption of persistent traffic, effect of these unmodeled factors could be negligible.

In [32-34], several analytic models for the congestion avoidance phase of TCP have been presented, describing the relation between the packet loss probability in the network and the resulting window size of TCP. In what follows, we introduce four analytic models
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called A, A’, B, and C, which are derived from different modeling approaches. In Section 2.3, we will discuss which model is suitable for analyzing the transient state behavior of TCP.

- **Model A**

In [32], by assuming a constant packet loss probability in the network (denoted by \( p \)), the authors have presented an analytic model describing the window size of a TCP connection in steady state. The authors have derived the average throughput of a TCP connection. In this model, the authors assume that the initial window size at the beginning of a congestion avoidance phase is equal to that at the beginning of the next congestion avoidance phase, and that TCP sends the number \( 1/p \) of packets in each congestion avoidance phase. In summary, the average throughput of a TCP connection, \( \lambda_T \), is derived as

\[
\lambda_T = \frac{1 - \frac{1}{p}}{r \left( \frac{2}{E[W]} + 1 \right) + \tilde{Q}(E[W]) T_o \frac{f(p)}{1 - \frac{1}{p}}}
\]

where

\[
E[W] = \frac{2 + b}{3b} + \sqrt{\frac{8(1 - p)}{3bp}} + \left( \frac{2 + b}{3b} \right)^2
\]

\[
\tilde{Q}(w) = \frac{(1 - (1-p)^3)(1 + (1-p)^3(1 - (1-p)^{w-3}))}{(1 - (1-p)^w)}
\]

\[
f(p) = 1 + p + 2p^2 + 4p^3 + 8p^4 + 16p^5 + 32p^6
\]

and \( r \) is the average round-trip time of the TCP connection, and \( b \) is a parameter of delayed ACKs (i.e., a destination host returns an ACK packet for every \( b \) data packets). \( T_o \) is the length of TCP’s retransmission timer. \( \tilde{Q}(w) \) is a probability that when the window size is \( w \), the source host fails to detect a packet loss from duplicate ACKs. From these equations, the window size of TCP in steady state, \( w_A \), is given by

\[
w = \lambda_T r
\]  

- **Model A’**
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When the packet loss probability is very small \((p << 1)\), Eq. (2.2) is approximated as [32]

\[
w \approx \sqrt{\frac{3}{2bp}} \quad (2.3)
\]

**Model B** In [34], the authors have analyzed a congestion control mechanism using ECN (Explicit Congestion Notification). ECN is a mechanism to explicitly notify source hosts of congestion occurrence in the network. When a router experiences congestion, by setting the CE bit of arriving packets, it informs destination hosts of the congestion occurrence. Then the destination host informs the source host of the congestion occurrence by setting the ECN echo bit of ACK packets In [34], the authors assume that the ECN echo bit of an ACK packet is set with a probability of \(p_E\), and have derived a state transition equation for the window size. Let \(w(k)\) be the window size at slot \(k\) (i.e., the time when \(k\)th ACK packet is received). Their analytic model is different from TCP; that is, when the ECN echo bit is set, the source host linearly increases the window size by \(I(w(k))\). Otherwise, it multiplicatively decreases the window size by \(D(w(k))\). By calculating the expected value of the window size at each receipt of an ACK packet, the evolution of the window size is given by

\[
w(k) = w(k - 1) + (1 - p_E) I(w(k - 1)) - p_E D(w(k - 1)) \quad (2.4)
\]

The analytic model presented in [34] is not for TCP, but can be easily applied. Namely, an ACK packet with the ECN echo bit not set corresponds to a non-duplicate ACK in TCP (i.e., indication of no congestion). Similarly, an ACK packet with the ECN bit set corresponds to duplicate ACKs (i.e., indication of congestion). Thus, when the packet loss probability is \(p\), the state transition equation for the window size, \(w_B\), is given by

\[
w(k) = w(k - 1) + (1 - p) \frac{1}{w(k - 1)} \left( -p (1 - \hat{Q}(w(k - 1)) \right) \frac{w(k - 1)}{2} - p \hat{Q}(w(k - 1)) (w(k - 1) - 1) \quad (2.5)
\]
Note that we modify and extend Eq. (2.4) to include the timeout mechanism of TCP.

**Model C**

In [33], the authors have derived the state transition equation for the window size in the congestion avoidance phase of TCP. This analytic approach uses a discrete-time model, where a time slot corresponds to the duration between two succeeding packet losses. However, their analytic model is not for the Drop-Tail router but for the RED router, where the router randomly discards arriving packets. In what follows, we describe a modification to the analytic model presented in [33] for analyzing TCP with the Drop-Tail router.

In [33], the authors have derived $\overline{X}(k)$, the expected number of packets passing through the RED router at slot $k$ as

$$\overline{X}(k) = \frac{1}{2p_b(k)} + 1$$

where $p_b(k)$ is the packet dropping probability of the RED router at slot $k$. Let $p$ be the packet loss probability of the Drop-Tail router, $\overline{X}(k)$ is changed to

$$\overline{X}(k) = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} n(1-p)^{n-1}p = \frac{1}{p}$$

Thus, when the packet loss probability is $p$, the window size $w$ at the beginning of slot $k$ is obtained as [33]

$$w(k) = \frac{1}{4} \left\{ -1 + \sqrt{(1-2w(k-1))^2 + \frac{8}{p}} \right\} \quad (2.6)$$

Note that Eq. (2.6) is derived by assuming that a packet loss probability is constant in a slot. Since the packet loss probability is, in reality, increased as the window size increases, this analytic model might overestimate the window size.

We note that models A and A' are built based on the window size in steady state. It is therefore expected that these models are not suitable for analyzing the transient state behavior of TCP. On the contrary, models B and C describe the dynamic behavior of the
window size in the congestion avoidance phase. Thus, it is expected that models B and C are suitable for analyzing the transient state behavior of TCP. In the next section, we compare these four analytic models using numerical and simulation results.

2.3 Model Validation with Simulation

2.3.1 Simulation Model

The simulation model is shown in Fig. 2.2. In this model, 10 TCP connections share the bottleneck link. The propagation delay of $i$th TCP connection is $5 + i$ [ms], and the link capacity from the $i$th source host to the router is $5 + 0.5i$ [packet/ms]. We model the background traffic as UDP packets, where the packet arrival of UDP packets is modeled by a Poisson process with the average arrival rate of $\lambda_B = 2$ [packet/ms]. Unless explicitly noted, we use the following parameters in all simulations: both TCP and UDP packet sizes are fixed at 1000 [byte], the capacity of the bottleneck link $\mu$ is 5 [packet/ms], and the propagation delay of the bottleneck link $\tau$ is 5 [ms]. Note that with these simulation parameters, 1 [packet/ms] corresponds to about 8 [Mbit/s]. Also note that performance
evaluation for fixed-sized TCP packets would be sufficient since we assume persistent TCP traffic in our analysis. We run every simulation for 30 seconds using ns-2 [35].

2.3.2 Network Models

Figure 2.3 shows the relation between the offered traffic load and the packet loss probability. These values are measured at the bottleneck router for every 10 [ms]. Namely, these values are rough estimation of the instantaneous offered traffic load and the instantaneous packet loss probability. In the figure, the packet loss probabilities obtained from well-known results of $M/M/1/m$ and $M/M/1$ are also plotted. This figure shows that the dynamics of the network at a relatively small time scale can be well modeled by the $M/M/1/m$ model. Note that the queuing theory is for analyzing the statistical behavior, not the dynamical behavior. Note also that UDP and TCP packet sizes are fixed at 1000 [byte]. This figure indicates that $M/M/1/m$ could be usable for analyzing the transient state behavior of TCP. However, simulation results are scattered around the result of $M/M/1/m$. This means that the packet loss probability has a variability even when the offered traffic load at the bottleneck router is fixed.

2.3.3 TCP Models

By comparing with simulation results, we discuss how accurately four analytic models of TCP capture the relation between the window size and the packet loss probability. Figure 2.4 shows the relation between the packet loss probability and the window size obtained using models A, A', B and C, respectively. In this figure, the window size for a given packet loss probability is obtained using Eqs. (2.2), (2.3), (2.5), and (2.6). Note that in the model A, the analytic result is calculated by assuming no timeout (i.e., $\hat{Q}(w) = 0$). Also note that in the model C, Eq. (2.6) gives the window size at the beginning of a slot, and not the average window size. For comparison purposes, the average window size is calculated and plotted in the figure. Refer to [33] for more detail. We also plot simulation results; that is, points corresponding to the average window size and the packet loss probability.
As with Fig. 2.3, these values are *instantaneous values* of the average window size and the packet loss probability, which are measured at the bottleneck router for every 1 [s]. This figure shows that when the packet loss probability is less than 0.02, analytic results obtained from models A, A', and B show good agreement with simulation results. On the other hand, when the packet loss probability is more than 0.03, analytic results obtained from models B and C show good agreement.

From these observations and discussions, we choose the model B for analyzing the steady state and the transient state behaviors of TCP. Regarding the steady state behavior, the model B shows good agreement with simulation results in a certain range of packet loss probabilities. Although models A and A' give close analytic results with those with the model B, models A and A' should not be appropriate for analyzing the transient state behavior of TCP since these models are based on the steady state analysis of TCP. In the following sections, with using the model B, we will derive the TCP throughput, the packet loss probability, and the queue length of the bottleneck router. We will also analyze the
transient state behavior of TCP using a control theoretic approach.

2.4 Steady State Analysis

In what follows, we present steady state analysis for the combination of the model B for TCP and a $M/M/1/m$ queuing system for the network. As have been explained in Section 2.2.2, the model B describes the change of the window size every receipt of an ACK packet. Hence, in the following analysis, the duration between two succeeding ACK packets corresponds to a unit time. In this section, we derive the TCP throughput, the packet loss probability, and the average queue length in steady state. We then validate our approximate analysis by comparing analytic results with simulation ones.

Note that, we have made following assumptions in Section 2.2: (1) to focus on the steady state behavior of TCP, all TCP connections are assumed to operate in the congestion avoidance phase, (2) the bottleneck router is a Drop-Tail router with a single FIFO queue
for all TCP connections, (3) the TCP packet size is fixed, (4) all TCP connections have
infinite data to transfer, (5) the packet loss only occurs at the bottleneck router due to its
buffer overflow, and (6) the maximum window size of TCP is sufficiently larger than the
bandwidth–delay product of the network.

The congestion control mechanism of TCP is an AIMD (Additive Increase and Multi-
plicative Decrease) based feedback control. When the propagation delay is non-negligible,
the window size oscillates and never converges to a constant value. Note that the symbol
\( w(k) \) represents not the instant value of the oscillating TCP window size but the expected
value of the TCP window size after a long period.

Let equilibrium values of the TCP window size and the packet loss probability in the
network be \( w^* \) and \( p^* \), respectively; i.e.,

\[
\begin{align*}
    w^* & \equiv \lim_{k \to \infty} w(k) \quad (2.7) \\
    p^* & \equiv \lim_{k \to \infty} p(k) \quad (2.8)
\end{align*}
\]

These values can be numerically obtained by solving Eqs. (2.1) and (2.5) with equating
\( w(k + 1) \equiv w(k) \) and \( p(k + 1) \equiv p(k) \). Using these equilibrium values, the TCP throughput
\( T \) and the average queue length of the bottleneck router \( L \) are given by

\[
\begin{align*}
    T &= \frac{w^*}{r^*} \quad (2.9) \\
    L &= \rho^* \mu (r^* - 2\tau) \\
    &= \frac{\rho^{*2} (1 - \mu \rho^{*m} + m \rho^{*(m+1)})}{(1 - \rho^{*(m+2)}) (1 - \rho^*)} \quad (2.10)
\end{align*}
\]

where \( r^* \) and \( \rho^* \) are the equilibrium values of \( r(k) \) and \( \rho(k) \), respectively and decided by \( w^* \)
and \( p^* \). In the above equations, the TCP throughput \( T \) is approximated by the number of
packet per a unit time emitted by source host, and the average queue length \( L \) is obtained
from the number of customers waiting to be served of the \( M/M/1/m \) queue.

We next compare analytic results with simulation ones for validating our approximate
analysis. In the following analytic results, we calculate the TCP throughput \( T \), the packet
loss probability $p^*$, and the average queue length $L$ using Eqs. (2.9), (2.8), and (2.10), respectively. Using ns-2 simulator, we run several simulation experiments at a packet level for the same network model with Fig. 2.1. Each simulation experiment is continued for 24 seconds, and the last 20 seconds are used for calculating simulation results — the TCP throughput, the packet loss probability, and the average queue length. Each simulation experiment is repeated 50 times, and 95% confidence intervals of all performance measures are calculated. Note that our analytic model uses fluidflow approximation whereas simulation results are obtained using a packet-level network simulation.

In obtaining the analytic and simulation results, we use the following parameters: the number of TCP connections $N = 10$, the bottleneck link capacity $\mu = 2$ [packet/ms], the propagation delay $\tau = 30$ [ms], the average arrival rate of the background traffic $\lambda_B = 0.2$ [packet/ms], and the buffer size of the bottleneck router $m = 50$ [packet]. In simulation experiments, we model the background traffic by UDP traffic. The packet size of TCP and UDP packets is fixed at 1000 [byte]. The maximum window size of all TCP connections is fixed at a sufficiently large value, 10,000 [packets]. We use TCP version Reno on all source hosts. Table 2.1 summarizes parameters used in obtaining the analytic and simulation results.

Table 2.1: Parameter values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau$</td>
<td>30 [ms]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>50 [packet]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>2 [packet/ms]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_B$</td>
<td>0.2 [packet/ms]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet size</td>
<td>1000 [byte]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.5 shows the TCP throughput, the packet loss probability, and the average queue length for the different bottleneck link capacities. For comparison purposes, another analytic result of the TCP throughput from [32] is shown in Fig. 2.5(a). In [32], the TCP throughput is derived as a function of the round-trip time and the packet loss probability for a TCP connection. More specifically, the TCP throughput $T'$ derived in [32] is given
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by

\[ T' = \frac{\frac{1-p}{p} + E[W] + \hat{Q}(E[W])\frac{1}{1-p}}{r\left(\frac{b}{2}E[W] + 1\right) + \hat{Q}(E[W])T_o\frac{1}{1-p}} \]

where

\[ E[W] = \frac{2 + b}{3b} + \sqrt{\frac{8(1-p)}{3bp} + \left(\frac{2 + b}{3b}\right)^2} \]

\[ \hat{Q}(w) = \frac{(1 - (1-p)^3)(1 + (1-p)^3(1 - (1-p)^w-3))}{(1 - (1-p)^w)} \]

\[ f(p) = 1 + p + 2p^2 + 4p^3 + 8p^4 + 16p^5 + 32p^6 \]

In this section, we calculate the TCP throughput from the above equation using the packet loss probability and the round-trip time obtained from the simulation. It can be found, in terms of the TCP throughput and the packet loss probability, both analytic and simulation results show a good agreement. In particular, in respect to the TCP throughput, it can be found that our analytic results show better agreement with the simulation results than the value obtained from the expression in [32]. However, in terms of the average queue length, it can be found that our analytic results are much smaller than simulation results. Such a disagreement between analytic and simulation results is probably caused by our assumption that the packet arrival at the bottleneck router follows a Poisson process. In running the simulation, the average arrival rate of the background traffic is fixed at \( \lambda_B = 0.2 \) [packet/ms]. Hence, the amount of the TCP traffic becomes relatively larger than the amounts of the background traffic as the bottleneck link capacity becomes large. As a result, the packet arrival process at the bottleneck router cannot be modeled by a Poisson process.

In Fig. 2.6, both analytic and simulation results are shown for different propagation delays. Similarly to the previous case, it can be found that both analytic and simulation results show a good agreement in terms of the TCP throughput. However, as the propagation delay increases, the packet loss probability obtained from our analysis deviates from the
corresponding simulation result. It can also be found that, in respect to the average queue length of the bottleneck router, our analytic results are much smaller than simulation ones. Such a disagreement between analytic and simulation results is probably caused by our assumption that the packet arrival at the bottleneck router follows a Poisson process. Since TCP uses a window-based flow control mechanism, the packet emission process from the source host becomes more bursty as the propagation delay becomes large. Hence, as the propagation delay becomes large, the Poisson process becomes insufficient for modeling the arrival process of the background traffic at the bottleneck router.
Figure 2.6: Analytic and simulation results for different propagation delays
2.5 Transient State Behavior Analysis

Using the analytic model presented in Section 2.2, we analyze the transient state behavior of TCP in the congestion avoidance phase. By the word *transient state behavior*, we mean the dynamics of the window size from its initial value to its equilibrium value. TCP changes the window size according to the occurrence of a packet loss in the network. Since a packet loss occurs probabilistically, the window size can be thought of as a random variable. By focusing on the *average behavior* of TCP, we analyze the transient state behavior of TCP. More specifically, we analyze the transient state behavior of TCP by investigating how the expected value of the window size changes.

The state of the network at slot $k$ is then fully described by the window size $w(k)$ and the packet loss probability $p(k)$. For given initial values of the window size and the packet loss probability, the evolution of the window size and the packet loss probability can be numerically obtained. Recall that $w(k)$ is not the instant value of the window size, but the average value of the window size. Using these equations and calculating the evolutions of $w(k)$ and $p(k)$, the transient state behavior of TCP can be analyzed. We next present several numerical examples, showing how the amount of background traffic $\lambda_B$ and the propagation delay $\tau$ of the bottleneck link affect the transient state behavior of TCP. In the following numerical examples, unless explicitly noted, the initial window size is 1 [packet], the initial packet loss probability is 0, the number of TCP connections $N$ is 10, the capacity of the bottleneck link $\mu$ is 5 [packet/ms], the propagation delay $\tau$ is 15 [ms], and the buffer size of the bottleneck router $m$ is 50 [packet].

Figure 2.7 shows the evolution of the window size in the congestion avoidance phase for the amount of background traffic $\lambda_B$ of 0, 2.0, and 4.5 [packet/ms]. From this figure, one can find that the window size in steady state becomes small as the amount of background traffic increases, indicating that TCP suffers less throughput. One can also find that the convergence speed (i.e., in this case, the increase rate of the window size) of the window size is independent of the amount of background traffic. This is because, in the congestion avoidance phase, TCP increases the window size by one packet per a round-trip time, which
Figure 2.7: Transient state behavior of TCP for different amount of background traffic

is essentially irrelevant to the TCP throughput.

Figure 2.8 shows the evolution of the window size in the congestion avoidance phase for the propagation delay \( \tau \) of 10, 30, and 50 [ms]. One can find that the window size becomes large as the propagation delay increases. This can be intuitively understood from the increased bandwidth-delay product. In addition, as the propagation delay becomes large, one can find that the convergence speed of the window size becomes slow, and that the ramp-up time of the window size becomes short. In general, as the feedback delay becomes large, the transient state behavior is degraded and the system becomes less stable. However, the contrary occurs when the propagation delay \( \tau \) is small (e.g., 10 [ms]), the window size oscillates for long (e.g., more than 1.5 [s]). This is because, from a control theoretical viewpoint, the feedback gain in the congestion avoidance phase of TCP is changed according to the round-trip time. Namely, in the congestion avoidance phase of TCP, the window size is incremented by one packet for every round-trip time. Thus, increasing the propagation delay implies decreasing the feedback gain.
Figure 2.8: Transient state behavior of TCP for different propagation delay of bottleneck link

We then analyze the TCP behavior in transient state using state transition equations. Specifically, by applying the control theory, we show how the TCP window size and the packet loss probability converge to their equilibrium points.

Let \( x(k) \) be the difference between \((w(k), p(k))\) and \((w^*, p^*)\).

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    w(k) - w^* \\
    p(k) - p^*
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Since Eqs. (2.1) and (2.5) have non-linearity, we linearize them around their equilibrium points and write them in a matrix form

\[
x(k + 1) = A \, x(k) \tag{2.11}
\]

where \( A \) is a state transition matrix. Eigenvalues of the state transition matrix determine
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the stability and the transient state behavior of the feedback system around the equilibrium point [36]. It is known that the system is stable if the maximum modulus is less than one. It is also known that the smaller the maximum modulus is, the better the transient state behavior becomes. In the followings, we show several numerical examples to reveal how the stability and the TCP transient state behavior are affected by several system parameters — the number of TCP connections, the propagation delay, the bottleneck link capacity, and the buffer size of the bottleneck router.

Figure 2.9 and 2.10 shows the contour plot of the maximum modulus of the eigenvalues. The figure means that the maximum modulus of the eigenvalues becomes large as the filled color becomes dark. A white area is an area where the maximum modulus of eigenvalues is more than 1.0 (i.e., unstable area).

Figure 2.9 shows the maximum modulus of the eigenvalues for different numbers of TCP connections of \( N = 5, 10, \) and \( 15 \). In this figure, we plot the maximum modulus of eigenvalues of the state transient matrix \( \mathbf{A} \) for different bottleneck link capacities of \( \mu = 0–5 \) [packet/ms] and propagation delays of \( \tau = 0–5 \) [ms]. The buffer size of the bottleneck router \( m \) is fixed at 50 [packet] and the average arrival rate of the background traffic \( \lambda_B \) is fixed at 0.2 [packet/ms].

From Fig. 2.9, one can find that the maximum modulus of the eigenvalues is mostly determined by \( \mu \times \tau \). This indicates that the stability and the transient state behavior of TCP are determined by the bandwidth–delay product. This is because the congestion control mechanism of TCP is a window-based mechanism, and it changes the window size at every receipt of an ACK packet. Provided that the packet size is fixed, the number of ACK packets in the network during a round-trip time is proportional to the bandwidth–delay product. In the control engineer’s view, the increase of the propagation delay means the decrease of the feedback gain or the feedback delay. Hence, the stability and the transient state behavior of TCP are determined by the bandwidth–delay product.

From Fig. 2.9, one can find that the larger the bottleneck link capacity is, the worse the transient state behavior becomes. We need to take the TCP transient state behavior into consideration, when we design a network of which bandwidth is large. In addition,
it is clear that the bandwidth of the future network will be larger than that of the current network. It becomes more important than currently to take the TCP transient state behavior into consideration in the future.

By comparing Figs. 2.9(a)–(c), one can find that as the number of TCP connections increases, the stability region becomes large. This is because the larger the number of TCP connections becomes, the smaller the bandwidth–delay product of each TCP connection becomes. The small bandwidth–delay product means that a source host receives a small number of ACK packets which carry feedback information. As a result, the increase of the number of TCP connections has the same effect with the decrease of the feedback delay and/or the feedback gain.

Figure 2.10 shows the maximum modulus of eigenvalues for the number of TCP connections $N = 10$ and different arrival rate of the background traffic, $\lambda_B = 0, 0.2$ and 0.5 [packet/ms]. By comparing Fig. 2.10(a)–(c), one can find that the stability region becomes slightly larger, as $\lambda_B$ becomes large. This is because the increase of the background traffic corresponds to the decrease of the available bandwidth to TCP connections. Namely, the decrease of the available bandwidth to TCP connections results in the smaller bandwidth–delay product, which means a little feedback gain. Because the little feedback gain makes system sensitivity to the changes of the environment low, the reduction of the available bandwidth would bring the larger stability region.

To validate our transient state behavior analysis, we next show how the TCP transient state behavior changes for different maximum moduli using simulation experiments. Figure 2.11 shows the window size and the average queue length obtained from our simulation experiments for different bottleneck link capacities $\mu = 0.5, 2.0$, and 5.0 [packet/ms]. Note that when the bottleneck link capacity $\mu$ is 0.5, 2.0, and 5.0, the maximum modulus of eigenvalues of the state transient matrix is 0.619, 0.780, and 0.923, respectively. We use the same values with Tab. 2.1 for all parameters except the bottleneck link capacity.

Using the ns-2 simulator, we run simulations 50 times at a packet level for the same network model shown in Fig. 2.1, and investigate the evolution of the average TCP window size and the average queue length. More specifically, we calculate the average TCP window
Figure 2.9: Maximum modulus of eigenvalues for different number of TCP connections
Figure 2.10: Maximum modulus of eigenvalues for different arrival rate of background traffic.
size and the average queue length every 100 ms. From this figure, one can find that the smaller the maximum modulus is (the smaller the bottleneck link capacity is), the better the transient state behavior becomes. From these observations, we conclude that our transient state behavior analysis using the control theory accurately captures the dynamics of TCP.

## 2.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have modeled both the congestion control mechanism of TCP and the network as a feedback system, and have analyzed the steady state and the transient state behaviors of TCP. We have derived the throughput of each TCP connection, the packet loss probability, and the average queue length at the bottleneck router. We have also analyzed the TCP transient state behavior by using the control theory. As a result, we have found that the bandwidth-delay product mostly determines the stability and the transient state behavior of TCP. We have also found that the network becomes stable as the number of TCP connections or the amounts of the background traffic increases. We have shown that the transient state behavior is heavily dependent on the propagation delay of the bottleneck link, but is almost independent of the amount of background traffic.
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Fluid-Based Analysis of a Network with DCCP Connections and RED Routers

In this chapter, we model DCCP congestion control mechanism and RED as independent discrete-time systems by using the modeling approach in [33, 37, 38]. We then analyze the steady state performance and the transient state performance of DCCP/RED. Consequently, we shown that the stability and the transient state performance of DCCP/RED degrade when the weight of the exponential weighted moving average, which is one of RED control parameters, is small. To solve this problem, by adding changes to the function with which RED determines the packet loss probability, we propose RED-IQI (RED with Immediate Queue Information), as an applications of our analytic result.

3.1 Background

In recent years, real-time applications, such as video streaming, IP telephone, TV conference, and network game, become popular rapidly by increasing speed of the network, or the rising demand for multimedia applications [3]. Generally, either UDP (User Datagram Protocol) [39] or TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) [40] has been used as a transport layer protocol for real-time applications. Since the Internet is a best-effort network where
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multiple users share the network bandwidth, all network applications need to have a mechanism for adapting to congestion status of the network. However, UDP is simply a protocol for datagram transfer, and does not have a mechanism for controlling network congestion. Hence, when a real-time application uses UDP as a transport layer protocol, it is necessary for the application to implement a certain congestion control mechanism at an application layer for preventing congestion collapse of the network [41].

On the contrary, TCP has a mechanism for adjusting the packet transmission rate according to the available bandwidth of the network by performing congestion control between source and destination hosts. However, TCP is a transport layer protocol originally designed for data transfer applications that can tolerate a certain amount of transmission delay [42]. Since the congestion control mechanism of TCP is the AIMD (Additive Increase and Multiplicative Decrease) window flow control, the packet transmission rate from a source host fluctuates at the time scale of approximately round-trip time. Although such fluctuation is not a problem when using TCP with non-realtime applications such as data transfer applications, it becomes a serious problem in real-time applications such as video streaming [42].

DCCP (Datagram Congestion Control Protocol) is therefore proposed as a new transport layer protocol for real-time applications [4]. DCCP performs congestion control between source and destination hosts, and an application using DCCP can choose the type of congestion control mechanisms. Currently, “TCP-like congestion control profile” [5] that performs congestion control similar to TCP, and “TFRC congestion control profile” [6] that performs congestion control similar to TFRC (TCP Friendly Rate Control) are proposed.

In the TCP-like congestion control profile, an AIMD window control is performed as with TCP [5]. The AIMD window control additively increases the window size (i.e., the number of packets that can be transmitted in a round-trip time) until a source host detects network congestion. If congestion in the network is detected, a source host multiplicatively decreases the window size. Therefore, the packet transmission rate of DCCP using the TCP-like congestion control profile fluctuates at the time scale of approximately round-trip time. Hence, for instance, DCCP with the TCP-like congestion control profile is suitable
for a streaming application that buffers a large amount of data at a destination host [5].

On the contrary, in the TFRC congestion control profile, variation of the packet transmission rate caused by the TCP-like congestion control profile is prevented, and congestion control is performed so that the network bandwidth is fairly shared with other competing TCP connections [6]. In DCCP with the TFRC congestion control profile, a destination host primarily performs congestion control. Namely, in the TFRC congestion control profile, the destination host detects network congestion and notifies it of a source host. The source host adjusts the packet transmission rate from a source host based on the congestion information (e.g., packet loss event rate) notified from the destination host. For instance, DCCP with the TFRC congestion control profile is suitable for a streaming application that buffers a small amount of data at a destination host [6].

Whereas DCCP performs congestion control between source and destination hosts, AQM (Active Queue Management) mechanisms that perform congestion control at routers in the network have been capturing the spotlight in recent years [41, 43]. A representative AQM mechanism is RED (Random Early Detection) [7], which probabilistically discards an arriving packet. With RED, as compared with the conventional DropTail, the average queue length (i.e., the average number of packets in the buffer) of the router can be kept small, and high throughput can be achieved [7, 8]. In particular, keeping the average queue length small is effective in decreasing the end-to-end transmission delay. Hence, it is expected that an AQM mechanism is effective for real-time applications.

In the literature, many studies on the congestion control mechanism of TCP, which is adopted in the TCP-like congestion control profile of DCCP, have extensively performed [22, 23, 44, 38, 45]. In particular, characteristics of the mixed environment of TCP connections and RED routers have been extensively studied. For instance, in [33, 37, 38], the congestion control mechanism of TCP and RED are modeled as independent discrete-time systems. The entire network is then modeled as a feedback system where TCP connections and the RED router are interconnected. By applying control theory, the steady state performance and the transient state performance of the TCP congestion control mechanism and RED are analyzed. Moreover, in [22, 23, 44], the TCP congestion control
mechanism and RED are modeled as independent continuous-time systems, and the steady state performance of RED is analyzed. In [45], it is shown that the transient state performance and the robustness of RED improve, when the function with which RED determines the packet loss probability is changed to a concave function to the average queue length.

Although characteristics of the mixed environment of TCP congestion control mechanism and RED have been sufficiently investigated, characteristics of the mixed environment of TFRC congestion control mechanism and RED have not been sufficiently studied [46, 42, 47, 48]. In [47], fairness between TCP-friendly rate control mechanism and TCP in steady state is evaluated with simulations and traffic measurements of the Internet. Moreover, in [42], fairness between TFRC and TCP is evaluated by simulation. The transient state performance of a TCP-friendly rate control mechanism is also evaluated. However, these studies assume that all routers are DropTail and the effect of the interaction between TFRC connections and RED routers has not been fully investigated [46, 48].

In this chapter, we therefore model DCCP congestion control mechanism and RED as independent discrete-time systems by using the modeling approach in [33, 37, 38]. We then analyze the steady state performance and the transient state performance of DCCP/RED. Specifically, we derive the packet transmission rate of DCCP connections, the packet transmission rate, the packet loss probability, and the average queue length of the RED router in steady state. Moreover, we investigate the parameter region where DCCP/RED operates stably by linearizing DCCP/RED around its equilibrium point. We also evaluate the transient state performance of DCCP/RED in terms of ramp-up time, overshoot, and settling time. Consequently, we shown that the stability and the transient state performance of DCCP/RED degrade when the weight of the exponential weighted moving average, which is one of RED control parameters, is small. To solve this problem, by adding changes to the function with which RED determines the packet loss probability, we propose RED-IQI (RED with Immediate Queue Information), as an applications of our analytic result. We analyze the transient state performance of the feedback system DCCP/RED-IQI, where DCCP connections and RED-IQI routers are interconnected. Consequently, we show that DCCP/RED-IQI has significantly better transient state performance than DCCP/RED.
3.2 DCCP (Datagram Congestion Control Protocol)

DCCP is a transport layer protocol designed for real-time applications [4]. The reliable data transfer is not guaranteed in DCCP. Namely, even if a packet is discarded in the network, a source host does not retransmit a lost packet.

In DCCP, applications using DCCP can choose a congestion control mechanism by specifying the congestion control profile. The identifier called CCID (Congestion Control IDentifier) is assigned to each congestion control profile supported by DCCP. At the time of connection establishment, source and destination hosts of DCCP exchange information on supported CCIDs, and negotiate the congestion control profile used during the data transfer. Moreover, DCCP supports ECN [49] and ECN Nonce [50], which are mechanisms by which the router explicitly notifies the congestion occurrence of the source host. Currently, CCID2 (TCP-like congestion control profile) and CCID3 (TFRC congestion control profile) are supported as congestion control profiles [5, 6].

In the TCP-like congestion control profile, the AIMD window control is performed similarly to TCP [5]. In the AIMD window control, a source host additively increases the window size (i.e., the number of packets that can be transmitted in a round-trip time) until the source host detects network congestion. If the network congestion is detected, the source host multiplicatively decreases the window size. However, the TCP-like congestion control profile of DCCP differs from TCP congestion control in the following four points.

First, congestion control of DCCP is performed also to ACK packets from a destination host to a source host using the ACK Ratio mechanism [5]. The transmission rate of ACK packets that a destination host returns to a source host is determined by the ACK Ratio. Specifically, when the ACK Ratio is \( R \), the destination host of DCCP will send one ACK packet back to the source host per \( R \) data packets received from a source host.

Second, since DCCP is an unreliable transport layer protocol, a source host of DCCP does not retransmit a packet [5]. In the congestion control mechanism of TCP, when a packet is discarded, the source host identifies whether it is a retransmission packet. However, such procedure is not performed in DCCP.
Third, a destination host of DCCP can notify the cause of a packet loss of a source host [5]. This is realized by the Data Dropped option contained in ACK packets from a destination host to a source host. For instance, the destination host can notify it of the source host whether the packet loss is resulted from bit error of the transmission link or buffer overflow at the destination host.

Fourth, the TCP-like congestion control profile of DCCP does not perform the flow control; i.e., only the AIMD window control is performed. The buffer management of a destination host, which is performed by TCP congestion control mechanism using the advertising window, is not performed in DCCP.

On the contrary, in the TFRC congestion control profile, TCP-friendly congestion control that can fairly share bandwidth with competing TCP congestion control is performed, avoiding variation of the packet transmission rate [6]. In DCCP with the TFRC congestion control profile, congestion control is primarily performed at a destination host. Namely, in DCCP with the TFRC congestion control profile, a destination host detects network congestion, and it is notified of a source host. The source host adjusts the packet transmission rate from a source host based on the congestion information (e.g., packet loss event rate) notified from the destination host. The TFRC congestion control profile of DCCP differs from TFRC congestion control in the following point.

In the TFRC congestion control profile, a destination host can notify the cause of a packet loss of a source host [6]. This is realized similarly to the TCP-like congestion control profile using the Data Dropped option contained in ACK packets.

### 3.3 Modeling DCCP and RED

In this section, we model DCCP congestion control mechanism and RED as independent discrete-time systems with a time slot of $\Delta$. We model the entire network as a single feedback system where DCCP connections and RED routers are interconnected. First, we model the congestion control mechanism of DCCP as a discrete-time system, where the input is the packet arrival rate at a destination host and the output is the packet transmission
rate from a source host. Next, we model RED as a discrete-time system, where the input is the packet arrival rate and the output is the packet transmission rate.

Figure 3.1 shows the analytic model used in this section. N DCCP connections share the single bottleneck link. All DCCP connections’ two-way propagation delays are equal, which are denoted by \( \tau \). The bottleneck link bandwidth is denoted by \( \mu \). We denote four control parameters of RED by \( max_p \) (maximum packet loss probability), \( max_{th} \) (maximum threshold), \( min_{th} \) (minimum threshold), and \( w_q \) (weight of exponential weighted moving average). Furthermore, RED buffer size is denoted by \( L \). Table 3.1 shows the definition of symbols used in this analysis.

In this analysis, we introduce a concept of the packet arrival rate at a destination host notified of a source host by ACK packets, to unify the input and the output of the models to the packet arrival/transmission rate. Since information on the arrival status of packets at a destination host is included in ACK packets, a source host can estimate the packet arrival rate at a destination host.

Note that, we assume the followings: (1) since DCCP is mainly used for real-time applications, it is assumed that a source host always has data to transfer. (2) When the packet...
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Table 3.1: Definition of symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>network parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$N$ number of DCCP connections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau$ two-way propagation delay of DCCP connection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$ bottleneck link bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$ buffer size of RED router</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta$ time slot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DCCP parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$w(k)$ window size of CCID2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{RTO}$ retransmission timer of CCID2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_r(k)$ packet loss event rate of CCID3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R(k)$ round-trip time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RED parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$max_p$ maximum packet loss probability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$min_{th}$ minimum threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$max_{th}$ maximum threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w_q$ weight of exponential weighted moving average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q(k)$ current queue length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{q}(k)$ average queue length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p(k)$ packet loss probability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The packet loss probability of the network is small and DCCP congestion control works appropriately, DCCP operates in the congestion avoidance phase. Therefore, DCCP with the TCP-like congestion control profile is assumed to operate in the congestion avoidance phase.

First, we model change of the DCCP window size. The packet loss probability in the network is denoted by $p$, and the DCCP window size is denoted by $w$. Change of the DCCP window size is given by [51]

$$w \leftarrow w + (1 - p) \frac{1}{w} - p (1 - p_{TO}(w, p)) \frac{4 \frac{w}{3}}{3} - p p_{TO}(w, p) \left( \frac{4 w(k)}{3} - 1 \right),$$

where $p_{TO}(w, p)$ is the probability that DCCP detects the packet loss by the timeout mechanism when the window size is $w$ and the packet loss probability is $p$ [32]:

$$p_{TO}(w, p) = \frac{(1 - (1 - p)^3) (1 + (1 - p)^3 (1 - (1 - p)^w))}{(1 - (1 - p)^w)}.$$

$p(k)$ is defined as the packet loss probability at slot $k$ in the network, $R(k)$ the DCCP round-trip time, and $w(k)$ the DCCP window size. The packet loss probability of the network that
a source host detects at slot $k$ is given by $p(k - \frac{R(k)}{A})$. Suppose that ACK packets are not discarded due to congestion on the path from a destination host to a source host, the ACK Ratio value converges to 1 [5]. Hence, the DCCP window size $w(k + 1)$ at slot $k + 1$ is approximately given by

$$w(k + 1) \approx w(k) + \frac{w(k - \frac{R(k)}{A})}{R(k)} \Delta \left\{ \left(1 - p(k - \frac{R(k)}{A}) \right) \frac{1}{w(k)} \right. \right.$$  
$$- p(k - \frac{R(k)}{A})(1 - p_{TO}(w(k - \frac{R(k)}{A}), p(k - \frac{R(k)}{A})) \frac{2w(k)}{3} \right.$$  
$$- p(k - \frac{R(k)}{A})p_{TO}(w(k - \frac{R(k)}{A}), p(k - \frac{R(k)}{A})) \left( \frac{4w(k)}{3} - 1 \right) \right\}. \quad (3.1)$$

The packet arrival rate at a destination host $x(k)$ is determined by the past packet transmission rate of a source host and the past packet loss probability in the network, $y(k - \frac{R(k)}{A})$ and $p(k - \frac{R(k)}{A})$.

$$x(k) = (1 - p(k - \frac{R(k)}{A}))y(k - \frac{R(k)}{A}) \quad (3.2)$$

Thus, the DCCP packet transmission rate is given by the following equation from change of the DCCP window size given by Eq. (3.1).

$$y(k + 1) \approx f(x(k), y(k), R(k))$$  
$$= y(k) + \Delta \frac{x(k)}{y(k)} - \frac{2}{3} \Delta y(k)z(k) \left\{ 1 - p_{TO}(k) \right\} \right.$$  
$$\left. - \left\{ \frac{4}{3} y(k) - \frac{k}{R} \right\} \Delta z(k)p_{TO}(k), \right\} \quad (3.3)$$

where $z(k) \equiv y(k - \frac{R(k)}{A}) - x(k)$.

Next, we model the congestion control mechanism of DCCP with the TFRC congestion control profile as a discrete-time system. The input $x(k)$ of DCCP with the TFRC congestion control profile is the packet arrival rate at the destination host notified of the source host at slot $k$. Moreover, the output $y(k)$ is the packet transmission rate from a source host at slot $k$.

The packet loss event rate at slot $k$ is defined by $p_{c}(k)$, and the DCCP connection’s
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round-trip time \( R(k) \). Suppose that the source host receives an ACK packet at slot \( k \). In this case, the DCCP source host changes the transmission rate \( y(k + 1) \) at slot \( k + 1 \) as [52]

\[
y(k + 1) = \min \left( X(p_e(k), R(k)), 2 \times x(k) \right),
\]

(3.4)

where \( X(p_e(k), R(k)) \) is given by

\[
X(p_e(k), R(k)) = \frac{1}{R(k) \sqrt{\frac{2p_e(k)}{3}} + t_{RTO}} \left( 3 \sqrt{\frac{2p_e(k)}{8}} p_e(k)(1 + 32p_e(k)^2) \right).
\]

where \( t_{RTO} \) is the TCP retransmission timer, and is can be approximated by \( 4R(k) \) [52].

Supposing that a RED router discards a packet randomly with the probability \( p \), the packet loss event rate \( p_e \) measured by DCCP and the packet loss probability \( p \) at a RED router satisfy the following relation:

\[
\frac{1}{p(k)} = 1 \times \sum_{i=1}^{M} \left( (1 - p_e(k))^{i-1} p_e(k) \right) + \sum_{i=M+1}^{\infty} \left( i \times (1 - p_e(k))^{i-1} p_e(k) \right),
\]

where \( M \) is the number of packets \( M = R(k) y(k) \) that arrive at the RED router during a round-trip time.

Finally, we model the RED router as a discrete-time system. The input \( x(k) \) is the packet arrival rate at the RED router at slot \( k \). Moreover, the output \( y(k) \) is the packet transmission rate from the RED router at slot \( k \).

We define \( \mu \) as the bottleneck link bandwidth and \( p(k) \) as the probability that the RED router discards packets. Since the packet arrival rate at the RED router is \( x(k) \), the packet transmission rate from the RED router is given by \( (1 - p(k)) x(k) \). Furthermore, since the maximum packet transmission rate from the RED router is limited by the output link bandwidth, the maximum of \( y(k) \) is limited by the bottleneck link bandwidth \( \mu \). Hence, the output \( y(k) \) of RED is given by [51]

\[
y(k) = \min((1 - p(k)) x(k), \mu).
\]

(3.5)
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The current queue length of RED at slot $k$ is denoted by $q(k)$, and the average queue length is denoted by $\bar{q}(k)$. When the buffer size of the RED router is $L$, the current queue length $q(k + 1)$ at slot $k + 1$ is given by [51]

$$
q(k + 1) = \min \left[\max \left\{q(k) + (x(k) - \mu) \Delta, 0\right\}, L\right].
$$

Let $q$ be the current queue length of RED, and $\bar{q}$ be the average queue length of RED. RED updates the average queue length $\bar{q}$ for every packet receipt as [7]

$$
\bar{q} \leftarrow (1 - w_q)\bar{q} + w_q q.
$$

Since the packet arrival rate at slot $k$ is $x(k)$, the average queue length $\bar{q}(k)$ at slot $k + 1$ is approximately given by [51]

$$
\bar{q}(k + 1) \approx \bar{q}(k) + x(k) \Delta w_q(q(k) - \bar{q}(k)).
$$

RED determines the packet loss probability $p_b(k)$ from its average queue length $\bar{q}(k)$ [7] as

$$
p_b(k) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } \bar{q}(k) < \min_{th} \\
\frac{\max_p}{\max_{th} - \min_{th}}(\bar{q}(k) - \min_{th}) & \text{if } \min_{th} \leq \bar{q}(k) < \max_{th} \\
1 & \text{if } \bar{q}(k) \geq \max_{th}.
\end{cases}
$$

Finally, the RED router discards arriving packets with the probability $p_a(k)$ determined by

$$
p_a(k) = \frac{p_b(k)}{1 - count \times p_b(k)},
$$

where $count$ is the number of packets arrived at the router since the last packet discarded. Since the packet loss probability $p(k)$ in the RED router is the average of $p_a(k)$, it is given
by [7]
\[ p(k) = \frac{2p_b(k)}{1 + p_b(k)}. \]  
(3.11)

Note that using the current queue length \( q(k) \) of RED, a DCCP connection’s round-trip time at slot \( k \) is given by
\[ R(k) = \frac{q(k)}{\mu} + \tau. \]

### 3.4 Steady State Analysis

In what follows, we analyze the steady state performance of DCCP/RED utilizing analytic models constructed in Section 3.3. Specifically, we derive the packet transmission rate of DCCP connections, the packet transmission rate, the packet loss probability, and the average queue length of RED in steady state. In Section 3.6, we will validate our approximate analysis by comparing numerical examples with simulation ones.

Since the congestion control mechanism of DCCP with the TCP-like congestion control profile is the AIMD window control, the window size oscillates when the feedback delay is not negligible. Consequently, the packet transmission rate never converges to a fixed value. Note that the output from our DCCP model with the TCP-like congestion control profile represents not an instantaneous value of the oscillating packet transmission rate, but the expected value of the packet transmission rate.

The packet transmission rate of DCCP and RED in steady state \( (k \to \infty) \) are denoted by \( y_D^* \) and \( y_R^* \), respectively. Let \( N \) be the number of DCCP connections. We can numerically obtain \( y_D^* \) and \( y_R^* \) by solving equations \( y(k + 1) = y(k) = y_D^* \), \( x(k) = \frac{y_D^*}{N} \) (Eq. (3.3)), \( y(k + 1) = y(k) = y_R^* \), and \( x(k) = N y_D^* \) (Eq. (3.5)). Focusing on the input \( x_R^* \) and the output \( y_R^* \) of a RED router, we have the following relation
\[ y_R^* = (1 - p^*) x_R^*, \]  
(3.12)
where $p^*$ is the packet loss probability at the RED router in steady state. We can obtain $p^*$ by solving Eq. (3.12) for $p^*$. Furthermore, from Eqs. (3.9) and (3.11), we can easily obtain the average queue length $\bar{q}^*$ of the RED router.

### 3.5 Transient State Analysis

We then analyze the transient state performance of DCCP/RED by linearizing the discrete-time model around its equilibrium point.

First, we focus on the feedback system where DCCP connections with the TCP-like congestion control profile and RED routers are interconnected. The state of DCCP and RED is determined by the packet arrival rate $x_D(k)$ at the destination host (notified by a destination host via ACK packets) at slot $k$, the packet transmission rates $y_D(k) \cdots y_D(k - \frac{R(k)}{\Delta})$ from the source host, the packet arrival/transmission rate of the RED router at slot $k$, $x_R(k)$ and $y_R(k)$. We introduce a state vector $x(k)$ that are composed of differences between each state variable at slot $k$ and its equilibrium value:

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
    x_D(k) - x_D^* \\
    y_D(k) - y_D^* \\
    \vdots \\
    y_D(k - \frac{R(k)}{\Delta}) - y_D^* \\
    x_R(k) - x_R^* \\
    y_R(k) - y_R^*
\end{bmatrix}
\equiv x(k)
$$

We focus on state transition between slot $k$ and slot $k + 1$. Although all discrete models (Eqs. (3.1)–(3.3), (3.5)–(3.11)) in our analysis are nonlinear, they can be written in the following matrix form by linearizing them around their equilibrium values $x_D^*$, $y_D^*$, $x_R^*$, and $y_R^*$.

$$
x(k + 1) = Ax(k),
\quad (3.13)
$$
where \( \mathbf{A} \) is the state transition matrix of the state vector from \( \mathbf{x}(k) \) to \( \mathbf{x}(k + 1) \). The eigenvalues of the state transition matrix \( \mathbf{A} \) determine the transient state performance (i.e., convergence performance to the equilibrium point) of the discrete-time systems given by Eqs. (3.1)–(3.3), (3.5)–(3.11). Let \( \lambda_i(1 \leq i \leq \frac{R(k)}{\Delta} + 3) \) be the eigenvalues of the state transition matrix \( \mathbf{A} \). The maximum absolute value of eigenvalues (maximum modulus) determines the stability and the transient state performance of the feedback system around its equilibrium point [53]. It is known that the smaller the maximum modulus is, the better the transient state performance becomes. It is also known that the system is stable if the maximum modulus is less than 1.0.

Next, we focus on the feedback system where DCCP connections with the TFRC congestion control profile and RED routers are interconnected. The state of DCCP with the TFRC congestion control profile and RED are determined by the packet arrival rate \( x_D(k) \) at the destination host at slot \( k \), the packet transmission rates \( y_D(k) \cdots y_D(k - \frac{R(k)}{\Delta}) \) from the source host, and the packet arrival/transmission rate of RED at slot \( k \), \( x_R(k) \) and \( y_R(k) \). Hence, the state vector \( \mathbf{x}(k) \) that are composed of differences between each state variable at slot \( k \) and its equilibrium value is given by (3.14).

We assume that the DCCP destination host sends an ACK packet to its source host every \( n \) slots. We focus on state transition between slot \( k \) and slot \( k + n \). Although all discrete models in our analysis (Eqs. (3.4)–(3.11)) are nonlinear, they can be written in the following matrix form by linearizing them around their equilibrium values \( x_D^*, y_D^*, x_R^*, \) and \( y_R^* \).

\[
\mathbf{x}(k + n) = \mathbf{A} \mathbf{B}^{n-1} \mathbf{x}(k),
\tag{3.14}
\]

where \( \mathbf{A} \) is the state transition matrix of the state vector from \( \mathbf{x}(k) \) to \( \mathbf{x}(k + 1) \) when the DCCP source host receives an ACK packet (Eq. (3.4)). Moreover, \( \mathbf{B} \) is the state transition matrix of the state vector from \( \mathbf{x}(k) \) to \( \mathbf{x}(k + 1) \) when the DCCP source host does not receive any ACK packet (i.e., \( x(k + 1) = x(k) \)). \( \mathbf{A} \mathbf{B}^{n-1} \) is the state transition matrix of the state vector from \( \mathbf{x}(k) \) to \( \mathbf{x}(k + n) \). The eigenvalues of the state transition matrix determine the
transient state performance (i.e., the convergence performance to the equilibrium point) of the discrete-time system given by Eqs. (3.4)–(3.11).

### 3.6 Numerical Examples

In this section, by presenting some numerical examples, we show quantitatively how the steady state performance and the transient state performance of DCCP/RED change according to the bottleneck link bandwidth and the propagation delay of the network. Furthermore, we validate our approximate analysis by comparing analytic results with simulation ones.

Unless explicitly stated, in the following numerical examples and simulations, values shown in Tab. 3.2 are used as control parameters and system parameters. We performed simulation using ns-2 for the network topology shown in Fig. 3.1. In this network, the link between two RED routers is the bottleneck, so that we focus on the packet loss probability and the average queue length of the upstream RED router. We run simulation for 150 [s] and used simulation result of the last 100 [s] for measuring DCCP connections’ packet transmission rates and the packet loss probability of the RED router. We repeated simulation 10 times and measured averages of the DCCP connections’ packet transmission rates and the packet loss probability of the RED router.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>network parameters</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>number of DCCP connections</td>
<td>$N$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two-way propagation delay of DCCP connection</td>
<td>$\tau$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>access link bandwidth</td>
<td>$10 \mu$ [Mbit/s]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>packet length of DCCP connection</td>
<td>1000 [byte]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RED parameters</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>maximum packet loss probability</td>
<td>$max_p$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minimum threshold</td>
<td>$min_{th}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maximum threshold</td>
<td>$max_{th}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weight of exponential weighted moving average</td>
<td>$w_q$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First, we focus on the steady state performance of DCCP/RED. We show the DCCP packet transmission rate for different settings of the bottleneck link bandwidth in Fig. 3.2.
Here, we configure the DCCP connection’s two-way propagation delay to $\tau = 50$ and $\tau = 100$ [ms]. Figure 3.2(a) shows results for DCCP with the TCP-like congestion control profile. Figure 3.2(b) shows for DCCP with the TFRC congestion control profile.

These figures indicate that the DCCP packet transmission rate increases as the bottleneck link bandwidth increases. Moreover, we compare analytic results with simulation ones. In DCCP with the TCP-like congestion control profile, some errors are observed between analytic results and simulation ones in the region where bottleneck link bandwidth is large. In other region, analytic results and simulation ones coincide closely.

We show the packet loss probability of the RED router for different settings of the bottleneck link bandwidth in Fig. 3.3. The DCCP connection’s two-way propagation delay is configured to $\tau = 50$ and $\tau = 100$ [ms]. Figure 3.3(a) shows results for DCCP with the TCP-like congestion control profile. Figure 3.3(b) shows for DCCP with the TFRC congestion control profile. These figures show that the packet loss probability of RED decreases rapidly as the bottleneck link bandwidth increases. Moreover, it indicates that analytic results and simulation ones coincide with sufficient accuracy.

Next, we focus on the transient state performance of DCCP/RED. Figure 3.4 shows the maximum modulus of the state transition matrix ($A$ or $AB^{-1}$) of DCCP/RED for different settings of the bottleneck link bandwidth. Figure 3.4(a) shows results for DCCP with the
TCP-like congestion control profile (Eq. (3.3)). Figure 3.4(b) shows results for DCCP with the TFRC congestion control profile (Eq. (3.4)). In these figures, the weight $w_q$ of the exponential weighted moving average of RED is configured to 0.0002, 0.002 and 0.02. Moreover, the number of DCCP connections is $N = 1$, and the two-way propagation delay of DCCP connection is $\tau = 10 \text{ [ms]}$.

These figures show that the maximum modulus increases as the bottleneck link bandwidth increases. This means that the transient state performance of DCCP/RED degrades as the bottleneck link bandwidth increases. Moreover, it can be found that the maximum modulus increases as the weight $w_q$ of the exponential weighted moving average of RED becomes small. This can be explained as follows. The time for the average queue length of RED following change of the network state increases as the weight $w_q$ of the exponential weighted moving average becomes small. Hence, it becomes slow that the packet loss probability of RED follows change of the network state. Namely, setting $w_q$ to be a small value has the same effect with increasing the feedback delay of the entire network.

Finally, we investigate how the maximum modulus of the state transition matrix of DCCP/RED affects the transient state performance of DCCP/RED. Figure 3.5 shows the evolution of the average queue length $\bar{q}(k)$ of RED. Figure 3.5(a) shows results for DCCP with the TCP-like congestion control profile. Figure 3.5(b) shows for DCCP with the
TFRC congestion control profile.

Furthermore, the average queue length \( \bar{q} \), the maximum modulus \( \lambda \) of the state transition matrix of DCCP/RED, ramp-up time, overshoot and settling time are shown in Tab. 3.3. In our experiments, ramp-up time is defined as the time required for the average queue length of RED to reach 95\% of the equilibrium value. Overshoot is defined as the maximum difference of the average queue length of RED from the equilibrium value. Settling time is defined as the time required for the average queue length of RED to be settled within 5\% of the equilibrium value. The weight \( w_q \) of the exponential weighted moving average of RED is configured to 0.0002, 0.002 and 0.02. Moreover, the number of DCCP connections is \( N = 1 \), the bottleneck link bandwidth is \( \mu = 4 \) [Mbit/s], and the two-way propagation delay of DCCP is \( \tau = 10 \) [ms].

These results show that the ramp-up time and the settling time become small as the weight \( w_q \) of the exponential weighted moving average of RED becomes large. Moreover, comparison of DCCP with the TCP-like congestion control profile and DCCP with the TFRC congestion control profile indicates that each congestion control profile shows different characteristics regarding the overshoot. Namely, the overshoot of DCCP with the TCP-like congestion control profile becomes small as the weight \( w_q \) of the exponential
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In Section 3.6, in the system where DCCP connections and RED routers are interconnected, we have shown that the settling time becomes large as the weight $w_q$ of the exponential weighted moving average becomes small.

The packet loss probability $p_b$ of the RED router is determined by the linear function of $(\bar{q} - \min_{th})/(\max_{th} - \min_{th})$ (Eq.3.9). We call $(\bar{q} - \min_{th})/(\max_{th} - \min_{th})$ queue occupancy. Use of this function is determined without sufficiently taking account of the steady state performance and the transient state performance of RED. It is known that when the concave function is used as the function that determines the packet loss probability $p_b$ of the RED router, the transient state performance and the robustness of RED improve [45].

Therefore, in this section, to improve the stability and transient state performance of the system where DCCP connections and RED routers are interconnected, we propose a RED-IQI (RED with Immediate Queue Information) by adding the following changes to...
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Table 3.3: DCCP/RED transient state performance indices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$w_q$</th>
<th>profile</th>
<th>$\bar{q}$</th>
<th>$\lambda$</th>
<th>ramp-up time [ms]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>CCID2</td>
<td>51.443</td>
<td>0.9996</td>
<td>560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>CCID2</td>
<td>51.443</td>
<td>0.9967</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>CCID2</td>
<td>51.443</td>
<td>0.9678</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>CCID3</td>
<td>71.724</td>
<td>0.9995</td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>CCID3</td>
<td>71.724</td>
<td>0.9954</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>CCID3</td>
<td>71.724</td>
<td>0.9533</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$w_q$</th>
<th>profile</th>
<th>overshoot [packet]</th>
<th>settling time [ms]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>CCID2</td>
<td>27.846</td>
<td>36140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>CCID2</td>
<td>24.996</td>
<td>7960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>CCID2</td>
<td>17.217</td>
<td>920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>CCID3</td>
<td>44.189</td>
<td>35320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>CCID3</td>
<td>45.408</td>
<td>7200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>CCID3</td>
<td>54.653</td>
<td>1960</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RED.

First, we change the calculation method of the average queue length of RED. In RED-IQI, the weight of the exponential weighted moving average is set to $w_q = 1$. Thereby, the feedback delay of DCCP/RED-IQI becomes small, and the stability and the transient state performance are expected to improve. However, by configuring to $w_q = 1$, the packet loss probability of RED-IQI may sensitively fluctuate according to temporary variation of the network state. However, since the AIMD congestion control is used in the TCP-like congestion control profile, it is thought that the variation of the packet loss probability causes little performance degradation. On the other hand, since the TFRC congestion control profile smooths the packet loss event rate [52], it is thought that the variation of the packet loss probability is also causes little performance degradation.

Next, we change the function that determines the packet loss probability of RED. RED determines the packet loss probability using the linear function to the queue occupancy. In RED-IQI, we change this function to a concave function. Specifically, we change the function that determines the packet loss probability $p_b$ to

$$p_b = \max_p \mathcal{G}_\phi \left( \frac{\bar{q} - \min_{th}}{\max_{th} - \min_{th}} \right),$$  (3.15)
where \( G_\phi(x) \) is defined as
\[
G_\phi(x) = \left(1 - \sqrt{1 - x^2}\right)^\phi.
\] (3.16)

\( \phi(> 0) \) is a parameter determining the concavity. In order for \( G_\phi \) to be concave,
\[
\frac{d^2 G_\phi(x)}{dx^2} = \frac{1}{(1-x^2)^{\frac{3}{2}}} \left[ \phi \left(1 - \sqrt{1 - x^2}\right)^{\phi-2} \right.
\]
\[
\left. \times \left(1 + \sqrt{1 - x^2} \left((\phi - 1) x^2 - 1\right)\right) \right] \geq 0
\]

must be satisfied. By solving the above inequality for \( \phi \), we have
\[
\phi \geq \lim_{x \to 0} \frac{-1 + \sqrt{1 - x^2} + x^2 \sqrt{1 - x^2}}{x^2 \sqrt{1 - x^2}} = \frac{1}{2}. \] (3.17)

In what follows, by presenting several numerical examples, we show quantitatively how the transient state performance of DCCP/RED-IQI changes with the bandwidth and the propagation delay of the network. First, we focus on the transient state performance of DCCP/RED-IQI. Figure 3.6 shows the maximum modulus of the state transition matrix (\( A \) or \( AB^{n-1} \)) of DCCP/RED-IQI for different settings of the bottleneck link bandwidth. Figure 3.6(a) shows results for DCCP with the TCP-like congestion control profile (Eq. (3.3)). Figure 3.6(b) shows results for DCCP with the TFRC congestion control profile (Eq. (3.4)). For comparison purposes, the maximum modulus of the state transition matrix of DCCP/RED is also shown in the figure. Here, the weight \( w_q \) of the exponential weighted moving average of RED is configured to 0.002. Moreover, the number of DCCP connections is \( N = 1 \), and the two-way propagation delay of DCCP connection is \( \tau = 10 \text{ [ms]} \).

It can be found that the maximum modulus of DCCP/RED-IQI increases as the bottleneck link bandwidth increases from this figure. Moreover, by comparing the maximum modulus of DCCP/RED-IQI with that of DCCP/RED, it can be found that the value of
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(a) DCCP with TCP-like congestion control profile  
(b) DCCP with TFRC congestion control profile

Figure 3.6: DCCP/RED-IQI transient state performance (maximum modulus of the state transition matrix)

DCCP/RED-IQI is smaller than that of DCCP/RED. This means that DCCP/RED-IQI operates more stably than DCCP/RED.

Next, we show the evolution of the average queue length $\bar{q}(k)$ of RED-IQI in Fig. 3.7. Furthermore, the average queue length $\bar{q}$, the maximum modulus $\lambda$ of the state transition matrix, ramp-up time, overshoot and settling time of DCCP/RED-IQI are shown in Tab. 3.4. For comparison purposes, the average queue length $\bar{q}$, maximum modulus $\lambda$ of the state transition matrix, ramp-up time, and overshoot and settling time of DCCP/RED are also shown in Tab. 3.4. Here, the weight $w_q$ of the exponential weighted moving average of RED is configured to 0.002. The number of DCCP connections is $N = 1$, the bottleneck link bandwidth is $\mu = 4$ [Mbit/s], and the two-way propagation delay of DCCP is $\tau = 10$ [ms]. Figure 3.7(a) shows results for DCCP with the TCP-like congestion control profile. Figure 3.7(b) shows results for DCCP with the TFRC congestion control profile. These results show that the overshoot and the settling time of DCCP/RED-IQI become smaller and the ramp-up time of DCCP/RED-IQI becomes larger than those of DCCP/RED.
Table 3.4: DCCP/RED and DCCP/RED-IQI transient state performance indices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>profile</th>
<th>$\bar{q}$</th>
<th>$\lambda$</th>
<th>ramp-up time [ms]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RED</td>
<td>CCID2</td>
<td>51.443</td>
<td>0.9996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RED-IQI</td>
<td>CCID2</td>
<td>62.715</td>
<td>0.9011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RED</td>
<td>CCID3</td>
<td>71.724</td>
<td>0.9995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RED-IQI</td>
<td>CCID3</td>
<td>85.057</td>
<td>0.9525</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>profile</th>
<th>overshoot [packet]</th>
<th>settling time [ms]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RED</td>
<td>CCID2</td>
<td>25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RED-IQI</td>
<td>CCID2</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RED</td>
<td>CCID3</td>
<td>45.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RED-IQI</td>
<td>CCID3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.7: DCCP/RED-IQI transient state performance (average queue evolution of RED-IQI)

3.8 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have modeled DCCP congestion control mechanism and RED as independent discrete-time systems, and have modeled the entire network as a feedback system by interconnecting DCCP connections and RED routers. We have analyzed the steady state and transient state performance of DCCP/RED. We have derived the packet transmission rate of DCCP connections, the packet transmission rate, the packet loss probability, and the average queue length of the RED router in steady state. We have also derived the parameter region where DCCP/RED operates stably by linearizing DCCP/RED model around its equilibrium point. Furthermore, we have evaluated the transient state performance of
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DCCP/RED in terms of ramp-up time, overshoot, and settling time. Consequently, we have shown that the stability and the transient state performance of DCCP/RED degrade when the weight of the exponential weighted moving average is small. By adding changes to the function with which RED determines the packet loss probability, we propose RED-IQI. We have shown that RED-IQI significantly improves the transient state performance such as the maximum modulus, the overshoot and the settling time compared with RED.
Chapter 4

Performance Analysis of Large-Scale IP Networks considering TCP Traffic

In this chapter, we propose a novel analysis method for such large-scale networks with consideration of the behavior of the congestion control mechanism of TCP. In the analysis, we model each network component (TCP end-host’s and network link) as an independent system, and interconnect them into one system for analyzing the entire network. Note that we assume many TCP flows on each network link and utilize appropriate modeling methods according to the assumption. By the analysis, we derive the utilization of the network link, packet loss ratio of the link buffer, the round-trip time (RTT) and throughput of TCP connections, and the location and the degree of the network congestion.

4.1 Introduction

In recent years, the numbers of internet nodes/hosts and internet users have been increasing exponentially. For example, the number of computers connected to the Internet was about 250 million in February 2004, whereas by January 2005 it had increased to about 350 million. This means that the number of internet hosts has increased by about 40% in only 11 months [2]. Consequently, the importance of design and performance analysis techniques for large-scale networks is increasing. However, currently, there are no effective
methods for analyzing such large-scale networks.

One important factor for determining the performance of the Internet is the congestion control mechanisms of TCP. One reason for this is that TCP traffic accounts for a large proportion of current internet traffic [54]. However, when considering the design and performance analysis issues of a large-scale network, the TCP congestion control mechanism, which is based on a feedback control, has been neglected. Most previous studies on large-scale network design assume that the constant-rate UDP flows as traffic demand [55-57]. For example, in [57], the authors revealed that the router-level topology of the current Internet follows a power-law distribution, as a consequence of seeking to maximize the throughput of the network subject to technological constraints on link capacities, packet processing speeds, and the number of input/output links. However, in [57], only the UDP flow with constant bit rate is considered as network traffic, while the packet loss in a network is ignored. That is, it does not include the effect of the behavior of TCP, which uses packet loss as feedback information from the network and regulates the packet transmission rate.

On the other hand, there have been some studies done on the relationship between the congestion control mechanisms of TCP and network performance [58, 59, 13]. In these studies, the authors utilized TCP traffic as network traffic and revealed in detail various characteristics on the interaction between TCP behavior and the underlying networks. However, in most of these studies, the number of TCP connections which can be treated is limited to thousands, and very simple network topologies, such as a dumbbell-type network, are used. One of the reasons for this may be the limitations of network simulators such as ns-2 [35].

There have also been many studies on methods for analyzing a large-scale network and many flows modeled using a fluid-flow approximation [60, 51, 61]. For example, in [60], a performance evaluation technique for large-scale networks using a fluid approximation model has been proposed. In [60], the congestion control mechanisms of TCP and the active queue management mechanism are modeled. In addition, the effect of the routers’ packet processing speed is also modeled through explicit modeling of the order of the
routers in which each TCP connection traverses. However, to the best of our knowledge, these studies are currently in the establishment phase in terms of creating analysis methods. As such, there is no means of finding out the interaction effect of a large number of TCP connections, i.e. with over 10,000 connections, and a large-scale network with over 100/1,000/1,000 routers/hosts/links.

In this chapter, we propose a novel analysis method for such large-scale networks that takes into consideration the behavior of the congestion control mechanism of TCP. In the analysis, we model each network component (end-host’s TCP and network link) as an independent system, and then combine them into one system in order to analyze the entire network. Note that we assume many TCP flows on each network link and utilize appropriate modeling methods based on this assumption. Using this analysis, we can analysis a large-scale network, i.e. with over 100/1,000/10,000 routers/hosts/links and 100,000 TCP connections in substantially short time. Especially, a calculation time of our analysis, it is different from that of ns-2, is independent of a network bandwidth and/or propagation delay. Specifically, we derive the utilization of the network link, packet loss ratio of the link buffer, the round-trip time (RTT) and throughput of TCP connections, and the location and the degree of the network congestion. Consequently, we are then in a position to answer the following questions based on the analysis results: When the network traffic increases, which link will become congested? Which access networks and core networks are bottlenecks for the entire network? Which part of the network should be upgraded when we want to increase the network performance? If networking technologies in access/core networks, such as the link bandwidth and the number of input/output ports of routers, are improved, how will the congestion points of the network move (or will they remain unchanged)? Furthermore, will the end-to-end TCP throughput increase as we expect? By answering the above questions, we can use the proposed analysis method to design future high-speed and large scale networks.
4.2 Network and Traffic Models

In this section, we introduce the models of network and traffic used in this chapter. In the analysis, we analyze the average behavior of the entire network when there are many TCP connections present.

4.2.1 Network Model

Figure 4.1 shows the network model used in the analysis. The model consists of nodes and links, where the nodes correspond to a host or a router, and the links to links between routers and hosts. Let \( v \) and \( w \) \((v, w \in \mathcal{R})\) be nodes, where \( \mathcal{R} \) is a set of nodes in a network. The ordered pair \((v, w)\) refers to the unidirectional link from node \( v \) to node \( w \). Note that, in this analysis, link \((v, w)\) differs from link \((w, v)\). Let \( \mathcal{L} \) be a set of links in a network and \( \mathcal{L}(\chi) \) be a set of links that the TCP connection \( \chi \) traverses. The link capacity and
propagation delay of link \((v, w)\) are denoted by \(\mu_{(v,w)}\) and \(\tau_{(v,w)}\), respectively. In this analysis, each router is assumed to have separate output buffers for each outgoing link. The buffer size of the output link buffer to link \((v, w)\) at node \(v\) is denoted by \(b_{(v,w)}\).

TCP connections are established between end hosts according to the amount of traffic defined in Section 4.2.2. \(C\) is a set of TCP connections. After determining the route which each TCP connection traverses, we can determine \(C(v, w)\), which is a set of TCP connections that traverse link \((v, w)\). In the numerical example in Section 4.4 we use Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm for determining the route which each TCP connection traverses. Note that we could apply any kind of routing algorithm. For example, we could evaluate the effect of the overlay routing algorithm by applying the algorithm to the TCP connections which join the overlay network. We summarize the notations employed in the network model in Table 4.1.

In this chapter, we use a Drop-Tail discipline at a router buffer, and focus on the average behavior of queue occupancy at the router buffer. Note that we can apply other kinds of queuing disciplines, such as Random Early Detection (RED) and a mixture of multiple disciplines, by applying the appropriate model to the router buffer. For example, for RED discipline, we can use the existing model in [13].

### 4.2.2 Traffic Model

The amount of network traffic is determined using the “gravity model” [62]. By applying the basic gravity model, we assume that the amount of traffic from router \(v\) to router \(w\)
is proportional to the product of the amount of traffic that enters the network at router \( v \) and the amount of traffic that leaves the network at router \( w \). In this analysis, we assume that the network traffic is generated from the router to which the end host is connected. In what follows, we call the router an “edge router”. We also assume that the amount of traffic injected into/leaving from the edge router is proportional to the number of end hosts connected to the edge router. Finally, the number of TCP connections between edge routers is taken to be proportional to the amount of traffic between the edge routers. The number of TCP connections that traverse from edge router \( v \) to \( w \) is defined as

\[
N_{(v,w)} = \alpha \times E_v \cdot E_w,
\]

where \( E_v \) and \( E_w \) are the numbers of end hosts connected to the edge routers \( v \) and \( w \), respectively, and \( \alpha \) is a parameter for determining the overall amount of network traffic.

In this chapter, for the sake of simplicity, we employ the TCP Reno version for TCP traffic. Note that we can easily treat other versions of TCP by using appropriate models for TCP throughput. Moreover, we can also analyze a network which has different TCP versions in the same network. Hereafter, TCP Reno is simply denoted as TCP unless noted otherwise.

### 4.3 Analysis

In the analysis, we first model a TCP and a network link as independent systems. We then combine them into an entire network system and create simultaneous equations. By solving the equations, we can derive various network characteristics, such as the window size and throughput of TCP connections, the buffer occupancy and the packet loss ratio of network links. We also propose a method for decreasing the complexity of the simultaneous equations by removing links which do not cause congestion.
4.3.1 Modeling of TCP Behavior

We focus on the average behavior of a TCP connection, which varies the average window size depending on the packet loss ratio. That is, we model a TCP connection as a system with one input (packet loss ratio) and one output (average window size). Given a packet loss ratio $d_{\chi}$ and a RTT $r_{\chi}$ of a TCP connection $\chi$, $\lambda_{\chi}$, the average throughput of a TCP connection, can be calculated using the following result [32];

$$
\lambda_{\chi} = \frac{1}{r_{\chi} \left( \sqrt{\frac{2d_{\chi}}{3}} + 6 \sqrt{\frac{3b_{\chi}}{2}} d_{\chi} (1 + 32d_{\chi}^2) \right)},
$$

(4.2)

where $b$ is the number of required data packets for a TCP receiver to generate one ACK packet, and $T_o$ is the initial value of the TCP retransmission timeout. By applying $b = 1$ and $T_o = 4 r_{\chi}$ [52], the average size of the congestion window of TCP connection $\chi$, denoted by $w_{\chi}$, can be given by;

$$
w_{\chi} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\frac{2p_{\chi}}{3}} + 6 \sqrt{\frac{3p_{\chi}}{2}} p_{\chi} (1 + 32p_{\chi}^2)}.
$$

(4.3)

Let $q_{(v,w)}$ and $d_{(v,w)}$ be the number of packets in the output link buffer and the packet loss ratio at link $(v,w)$, respectively. Then, we can derive the packet loss ratio for TCP connection $\chi$, denoted by $d_{\chi}$, as follows;

$$
d_{\chi} = 1 - \prod_{(v,w) \in E(\chi)} (1 - d_{(v,w)}),
$$

(4.4)

We can also derive $r_{\chi}$ and $\tau_{\chi}$, which are the RTT of the TCP connection $\chi$ and the round-trip propagation delay of the TCP connection $r_{\chi}$ which does not include the queuing delay at traversing links, respectively, as follows;

$$
r_{\chi} = \tau_{\chi} + \sum_{(v,w) \in E(\chi)} \frac{q_{(v,w)}}{H_{(v,w)}}
$$

(4.5)
### 4.3 Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.2: Notations for TCP model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$w_\chi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_\chi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_\chi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_\chi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_\chi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{(v,w)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_{(v,w)}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ \tau_\chi = \sum_{(v,w) \in \mathcal{L}_\chi} \tau_{(v,w)} \quad \text{(4.6)} \]

We summarize the notations used in this subsection in Table 4.2.

#### 4.3.2 Modeling of Network Link

We focus on the behavior of a network link when TCP connections, which have certain values of congestion window size, traverse the link. Therefore, the network link is modeled as a system with one input (window sizes of TCP connections) and one output (packet loss ratio).

In [63], the authors have revealed the following characteristic on TCP connections traversing a link: when the number of TCP connections is sufficiently large and the TCP connections do not behave in a synchronized fashion, the sum of the congestion window size of the TCP connections follows a normal distribution. Since we are interested in large-scale networks having a large number of TCP connections, we utilize the above characteristics. Then, we can calculate $d_{(v,w)}$, the packet loss ratio at the buffer of link $(v, w)$, as follows;

\[
\begin{align*}
    d_{(v,w)} &= \text{Prob}[q_{(v,w)} > b_{(v,w)}] \\
    &= 1 - \frac{1}{2} \text{Erf}\left(\frac{b_{(v,w)} - q_{(v,w)}}{\sigma(q_{(v,w)})}\right), \quad \text{(4.7)}
\end{align*}
\]

where $\sigma(q_{(v,w)})$ is the standard deviation of the distribution of the number of packets in the output link buffer of link $(v, w)$, and $\text{Erf}(\cdot)$ is the error function. The analysis in [63]
Figure 4.2: Evolution of TCP congestion window

assumes that the standard deviation of the distribution of the number of packets in the output link buffer is identical to that of the sum of the congestion window size of the TCP connections traversing the link. We therefore derive $d_{(v,w)}$ based on this assumption as follows.

Figure 4.2 depicts the typical change in the congestion window size of a TCP connection. By assuming that the TCP connection is always in the congestion avoidance phase (this assumption is reasonable when the packet loss ratio is small), we can regard the variation of the congestion window size as a uniform distribution with a lower limit of $2w_x/3$ and an upper limit of $4w_x/3$, where $w_x$ is the average size of the congestion window of the TCP connection. Consequently, we can obtain the standard deviation of the window size of the TCP connection as follows;

$$\sigma(w_x) = \frac{w_x}{3 \sqrt{3}}.$$
4.3 Analysis

By assuming that the distributions of the window size of all TCP connections are independent and identical, we can determine the standard deviation of the distribution of the sum of the window size of the TCP connections traversing link \((v, w)\) by using the following equation;

\[
\sigma \left( \sum_{x \in \mathcal{A}_{v,w}} w_x \right) = \sigma \left( \sqrt{\sum_{x \in \mathcal{A}_{v,w}} \sigma(w_x)^2} \right).
\]  

(4.8)

In addition, we utilize the assumption that when link \((v, w)\) is congested, the sum of the throughput of TCP connections traversing link \((v, w)\) becomes the link capacity \(\mu_{(v, w)}\);

\[
\mu_{(v, w)} = \sum_{x \in \mathcal{A}_{v,w}} \lambda_x.
\]

(4.9)

4.3.3 Connecting Systems and Analysis

We regard Equations (4.2) – (4.6) and ((4.8) – (4.9)) as simultaneous equations, and solve them for \(w_x, d_{(v, w)}, \) and \(q_{(v, w)}\). We then obtain the window size and throughput of each TCP connection, the number of packets in the output link buffer and the packet loss ratio at each network link. The straightforward nature of the analysis is one of the advantages of our analysis method.

4.3.4 Reduction of Analysis Model

In the actual network, the number of congested links is not as large as the total number of links. The number of packets in the buffer and the packet loss ratio of uncongested links become zero. By removing such uncongested links from the analysis calculation, we can reduce the calculation time. In our analysis, we utilize the following method for reducing the number of links from the analysis. Note that the following method is based on the similar method in [60], but we have extended the method to accommodate TCP traffic.

1. Calculate the “maximum” throughput of each TCP connection.
A maximum throughput $\text{max}\lambda_{\chi}$ of TCP connection $\chi$ traverses link $(v, w)$, where $v$ is the source node of TCP connection $\chi$ and is defined as follows;

$$\text{max}\lambda_{\chi} = \mu_{(v,w)} \times \frac{1}{\gamma} \sum_{\psi \in C(v,w)} \frac{1}{\tau_{\psi}}.$$

2. Calculate the “maximum” amount of traffic of each network link.

We take the maximum amount of traffic $\text{max}T_{(v,w)}$ of link $(v, w)$ to be the sum of the maximum throughput $\lambda_{\psi}(\psi \in C(v,w))$ of TCP connections traversing the link,

$$\text{max}T_{(v,w)} = \sum_{\psi \in C(v,w)} \text{max}\lambda_{\psi}$$

3. Compare the maximum amount of traffic with the bandwidth at each link.

**case 1** $\forall (v, w)\text{max}T_{(v,w)} \leq \mu_{(v,w)}$.

There is no congestion at links which satisfy $\text{max}T_{(v,w)} < \mu_{(v,w)}$. We remove these uncongested links from the analysis model and reduce the complexity of the model.

**case 2** $\exists (v, w)\text{max}T_{(v,w)} > \mu_{(v,w)}$.

We change the maximum throughput of the TCP connections. We focus on link $(v, w)$, which has the maximum difference between the maximum amount of traffic $\text{max}T_{(v,w)}$ and the bandwidth $\mu_{(v,w)}$ of link $(v, w)$. Then, we change the maximum throughput of TCP connections as follows. Let $\alpha_{\chi}(\chi \in C(v,w))$ be the maximum throughput of TCP connections. We divide the link capacity $\mu_{(v,w)}$ by the inverse ratio of propagation delays of TCP connections traversing $(v, w)$. We denote them as $\beta_{\chi}(\chi \in C(v,w))$. In the case of $\alpha_{\chi} \leq \beta_{\chi}$, we assign $\beta_{\chi}$ to $\alpha_{\chi}$. Then, we repeat Step 2.
4.4 Numerical Examples

In this section, we verify the accuracy of the analysis method by comparing the analysis and simulation results. We then show analytic results for large-scale networks and demonstrate the ability of the proposed analysis method.

4.4.1 Accuracy of Analysis Method

We use the network model depicted in Fig. 4.3 for assessing the accuracy of the analysis method. The network topology consists of “middle routers”, “edge routers” and “end hosts”. For simplicity, we denote links between middle routers as $l_{mm}$, those between middle routers and edge routers as $l_{me}$, and those between edge routers and end hosts as $l_{ee}$. The bandwidth, propagation delay, and output link buffer size were set to the values shown in Tab. 4.3. We set $\alpha$ in Eq. 4.1 to $2/45$. In this setting, the total number of TCP connections
Table 4.3: Parameter settings (1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Link</th>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
<th>Prop. Delay</th>
<th>Buffer Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$l_{mm}$</td>
<td>622 [Mbit/s] (OC12)</td>
<td>5 [ms]</td>
<td>1,043 [packet]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_{me}$</td>
<td>155 [Mbit/s] (OC3)</td>
<td>5 [ms]</td>
<td>850 [packet]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_{ee}$</td>
<td>10 [Mbit/s]</td>
<td>10 [ms]</td>
<td>1,500 [packet]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in the network becomes 2,250. The number of TCP connections between edge routers is determined by the gravity-model introduced in Section 4.2.2. To obtain the simulation results, we utilized an ns-2 simulator and conducted the simulation using the same network model as of the analysis. The simulation time was 1,050 [s], and we omit the results for the initial 50 [s] to avoid the effect of unstable behavior at the beginning of the simulation. The packet size was set to 1,000 [bytes]. Our experiment is carried on a Dell powerEdge 1850, which has two Intel Xeon processors (3.80GHz) and 4GB memory. Note that we can not conduct the ns-2 simulation for the larger scale networks than in Fig. 4.3.

Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the analytic and simulation results when the bandwidth of the access links is set to 10 and 20 [Mbit/s], respectively. Figures 4.4(a) and 4.5(a) plot the utilization of the links. Figures 4.4(b) and 4.5(b) show the packet loss ratio of links having non-zero packet loss ratio and Figs. 4.4(c) and 4.5(c) show the throughput of TCP connections in the network. In the simulation results of these figures, we plot the link utilization and the packet loss ratio and the TCP throughput in decreasing order of their value. In the analytic results of these figures, we plot them in the same order as those of the the analytic results to compare the analytic result with the simulation ones. We also add which type of the link gives the corresponding results in Figs. 4.4(a),(b), and 4.5(a),(b).

It can be found that the analytic results results give the close estimation of the simulation results. In particular, in respect to the utilization of the links, it can be found that our analytic results show very good agreement with the simulation results. However, in terms of the TCP throughput, it can be found that our analytic results are different from simulation results especially when the TCP throughput of the simulation results is comparatively large (Figure 4.4(c)). This is because of the deviation of packet loss occurrences among TCP connections in simulation. That is, packets of “lucky TCP connections” are seldom
lost, and many packets of “unlucky TCP connections” are lost, which brings the fluctuation of the throughput of TCP connections. In other words, the 1,050 [s] of the simulation time is small to obtain the average throughput of TCP connections in this situation. This is one of the shortcomings of the simulation, whereas the analysis method in this chapter directly gives the result of the average TCP throughput.

From Fig. 4.4, we can see that when the bandwidth of the $l_{ee}$ is 10 [Mbit/s], the bottleneck point in the network is the link $l_{ee}$. Note that our analytic results and simulation ones show that the same links are bottlenecks. From Figs. 4.5, we can see that when the bandwidth of the $l_{ee}$ is 20 [Mbit/s], the bottleneck point in the network moves to the link $l_{me}$. Note that our analytic and simulation results find the same links as bottleneck links. From
the above results, we conclude that our analysis can precisely determine the bottleneck point precisely.

4.4.2 Analysis Results of Large-Scale Network

In this subsection we give examples of the analytic results on the large-scale network. Figure 4.6 shows the network model used in the analysis. This network topology was created according to the characteristics of the actual router-level topology, which was described in [57], where the core routers have a smaller number of links with higher bandwidth, whereas the edge routers have a larger number of links with lower bandwidth. The network
topology consists of “core routers”, “middle routers”, “edge routers” and “end hosts”. For simplicity, we denote links between core routers as $l_{cc}$, those between core routers and middle routers as $l_{cm}$, those between middle routers and edge routers as $l_{me}$, and those between edge routers and end hosts as $l_{ee}$. The bandwidth, propagation delay, and output link buffer size were set to the values shown in Tab. 4.4. Note that the buffer sizes of all links except $l_{ee}$ were set according to the guidelines given in [63], where the number of connections at $l_{cc}$, $l_{cm}$, and $l_{me}$ was assumed to be 10,000, 1,000, and 1,000, respectively, and the average RTT of TCP connection was assumed to 150 (ms). We set $\alpha$ in Eq. 4.1 to 20/5,184. In this setting, the total number of TCP connections in the network becomes 103,680. The number of TCP connections between edge routers is determined by the gravity-model as in the previous subsection. It is unable for the ns-2 simulator to carry out the simulation of this scale of network.

Figure 4.7 shows the analytic results when the bandwidth of $l_{ee}$, which is the access
Table 4.4: Parameter settings (2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Link</th>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
<th>Prop. Delay</th>
<th>Buffer Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$l_{cc}$</td>
<td>10 [Gbit/s] (OC192)</td>
<td>15 [ms]</td>
<td>3,750 [packet]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_{cm}$</td>
<td>2.5 [Gbit/s] (OC48)</td>
<td>5 [ms]</td>
<td>2,370 [packet]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_{me}$</td>
<td>1 [Gbit/s] (GE)</td>
<td>5 [ms]</td>
<td>1,185 [packet]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_{ee}$</td>
<td>10 [Mbit/s]</td>
<td>10 [ms]</td>
<td>1,500 [packet]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Link Utilization  
(b) Packet Loss Ratio

Figure 4.7: Effect of access link bandwidth

link bandwidth, had the values 10, 50, and 100 [Mbit/s]. Figures 4.7(a) and (b) plot the average link utilization and the average packet loss ratio of the links $l_{cc}$, $l_{cm}$, $l_{me}$ and $l_{ee}$, respectively. From Fig. 4.7(a), we can observe that the utilization of the links inside the network ($l_{cc}$, $l_{cm}$, and $l_{me}$) increases as the bandwidth of $l_{ee}$ increases. Furthermore, we can see that when the bandwidth of the link $l_{ee}$ is 10 [Mbit/s], the bottleneck point in the network is the link $l_{ee}$, but when it is increased to 50 [Mbit/s], the bottleneck point moves to the link $l_{me}$. This movement of the bottleneck point is confirmed by Fig. 4.7(b), where the packet loss probability of $l_{me}$ is more than that of $l_{ee}$ when the $l_{ee}$ is 50 [Mbit/s]. These results mean that by increasing the access link bandwidth, the capacity of the core network becomes comparatively small. We can see such a situation easily by using the analytic results, without the need for time-consuming simulation experiments.

We next show the results when we vary the number of TCP connections in the network to 51,840, 103,680, and 207,360, by changing $\alpha$ to 10/5, 184, 20/5, 184, and 40/5, 184,
respectively. We set the bandwidth of the link $l_{ee}$ to 10 [Mbit/s]. Figures 4.8(a) and 4.8(b) show the average link utilization and the average packet loss ratio of the links $l_{ee}$, $l_{em}$, $l_{me}$, and $l_{ee}$. We can determine the following network characteristics of the networks from the analytic results. The link utilization remains unchanged when the number of TCP connections changes. This clearly shows the greedy nature of the congestion control mechanism of TCP: TCP always tries to fully utilize the link bandwidth when the receive socket buffer size is large enough. The effect of increasing the number of TCP connections is found on the packet loss ratio, shown in Fig. 4.8(b). This again demonstrates the nature of TCP connections. From these results, we have confirmed that our analysis method can describe the behavior of TCP connections in a large-scale network appropriately.

4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have proposed a novel analysis method for such large-scale networks with consideration of the behavior of the congestion control mechanism of TCP. In the analysis, we have modeled each network component (end-host’s TCP and network link) as a independent system, and interconnect them into one system for analyzing the entire network. By the analysis, we have derived the utilization of the network link, packet loss
ratio of the link buffer, the round-trip time and throughput of TCP connections, and the location and the degree of the network congestion. By showing some numerical examples, we have shown that our analysis method can treat the behavior of TCP connection in the large-scale network appropriately.

In recent years, data transmission between the end-hosts may be carried out via overlay nodes by dividing the end-to-end TCP connection into multiple split TCP connections. It would be capable to apply our proposed analysis method to design a overlay network. For future work, we plant to resolve the “location of overlay nodes problem” and “path between overlay nodes choice problem” by the analysis method in this chapter. We use Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm for determining the route which each TCP connection traverses. It would be interesting to use other routing algorithms and show how the end-to-end TCP throughput changes. For instance, evaluating TCP throughput when using ETR (Estimated-TCP-throughput Maximization based Routing) algorithm [64] for determining the route in a large-scale network would be interesting. It would be important to analyze a network which has new TCP variants proposed for high-speed and large-delay networks. By using our proposed analysis method, we can investigate the influence of such TCP variants to a large-scale network; how will the congestion points of the network move by introducing such TCP variants? Our analysis can be easily applied to such a situation. In case of HSTCP [65], for example, we can easily model the throughput of an HSTCP by extending the approach proposed in [32].
Chapter 5

Conclusion

In this thesis, we have focused on the feedback-based congestion control mechanisms in the Internet, and have analyzed the congestion control mechanisms in the Internet using the control theoretic approach.

In Chapter 2, we have modeled both the congestion control mechanism of TCP and the network as a feedback system, and have analyzed the steady state and the transient state behaviors of TCP. We have derived the throughput of each TCP connection, the packet loss probability, and the average queue length at the bottleneck router. We have also analyzed the TCP transient state behavior by using the control theory. As a result, we have found that the bandwidth-delay product mostly determines the stability and the transient state behavior of TCP. We have also found that the network becomes stable as the number of TCP connections or the amounts of the background traffic increases. We have shown that the transient state behavior is heavily dependent on the propagation delay of the bottleneck link, but is almost independent of the amount of background traffic.

In Chapter 3, we have modeled DCCP congestion control mechanism and RED as independent discrete-time systems, and have modeled the entire network as a feedback system by interconnecting DCCP connections and RED routers. We have analyzed the steady state and transient state performance of DCCP/RED. We have derived the packet transmission rate of DCCP connections, the packet transmission rate, the packet loss probability, and the
average queue length of the RED router in steady state. We have also derived the parameter region where DCCP/RED operates stably by linearizing DCCP/RED model around its equilibrium point. Furthermore, we have evaluated the transient state performance of DCCP/RED in terms of ramp-up time, overshoot, and settling time. Consequently, we have shown that the stability and the transient state performance of DCCP/RED degrade when the weight of the exponential weighted moving average is small. By adding changes to the function with which RED determines the packet loss probability, we have proposed RED-IQI. We have shown that RED-IQI significantly improves the transient state performance such as the maximum modulus, the overshoot and the settling time compared with RED.

In Chapter 4, we have proposed a novel analysis method for such large-scale networks with consideration of the behavior of the congestion control mechanism of TCP. In the analysis, we have modeled each network component (end-host’s TCP and network link) as an independent system, and interconnect them into one system for analyzing the entire network. By the analysis, we have derived the utilization of the network link, packet loss ratio of the link buffer, the round-trip time and throughput of TCP connections, and the location and the degree of the network congestion. By showing some numerical examples, we have showed that our analysis method can treat the behavior of TCP connection in the large-scale network appropriately.
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